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Abstract 

Developments in information and communication technology have made it realistic to 

produce data at high rate, resulting to stress communication and computational 

infrastructure and making it difficult to store and transmit that data. To deal with these 

unbounded and continuous data streams is a sheer challenge for researchers from 

communication, data storage, computational and data mining domains because of its 

continuity, unbounded in nature, endless arrival and concept drifting with the passage of 

time.  Extracting useful and hidden information from these ubiquitous data streams is one 

of the major goals during the last decade. Both supervised and unsupervised techniques 

of knowledge discovery were being researched e.g. clustering and frequent pattern 

mining. Frequent patterns reveal important and hidden information in the data and there 

are many application areas where these can be very helpful to improve overall 

performance of the system.  

Aims: Main objectives of this research are three-fold. Firstly our target is to review the 

existing scientific and analytical techniques addressing data mining in ubiquitous and 

continuous streams of data. Secondly, addressing data collected from ubiquitous devices 

and investigating device resources for local or centralized mining in streaming data 

environment. Finally, our focus is to devise comparatively efficient and accurate 

methodology for finding closed frequent itemsets in streaming data. Similarly, 

incorporation of contextual information in mining process is also addressed. 

Methods: As a first step of this research, we performed a regress review of existing 

scientific techniques and algorithms specifically designed to extract hidden information 

from the ubiquitous data streams and studied limitations and problem areas to develop a 

new and improved version of existing techniques. Then we performed analytical study on 

ubiquitous data mining resource restriction and limitations and comparison of centralized 

and distributed data mining in ubiquitous environment. Regarding the final aims of this 

research, we have developed a generic framework that is adaptable, scalable and 

incorporating contextual information to improve data mining results and outcomes. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

In this chapter we present outline of thesis at coarse grain level covering goals to 

outcomes of this research, contributions made and the context in which this research is 

carried out. 

1. Motivation of thesis 

A ubiquitous data mining framework should achieve real-time accuracy and efficiency in 

extracting useful and hidden information from the data streams. The fast and accurate 

information extraction at the given time would help to avoid any unwanted and hidden 

event. Similarly, it will be facilitating in the prediction mechanism and safeguarding the 

system from any disaster. Therefore, a ubiquitous data mining framework should 

consider most of the components that improve both accuracy and efficiency at different 

levels including data gathering and preprocessing, communication time, performing data 

mining operations, detection time for an event and generating any alarm in case of 

unusual event. Similarly, detection of an event in some specific context is very important 

and reveals vital information to avoid any damage at a given time.  

Advances in technology and software enable us to gather huge amounts of data from 

various sources. To exploit the full potential of this data, we are in need to perform data 

analysis to extract useful patterns from data streams. A dramatic decrease in the cost of 

data storage technology has enabled us to store huge volumes of data streams.  Extracting 

data from data generating and storage devices for analysis and fulfilling users’ queries is 

not efficient enough and has become an interesting area of research. To overcome this 

problem, researchers from artificial intelligence, machine learning and data mining 

community focused their attention to this specific problem. As a result technology of 

intelligent data analysis emerged to extract hidden and useful information by using 

automated or semi-automated means from data streams. Initially intelligent data analysis 

is incorporated in already existing statistical techniques to extract interesting patterns 

from historical and static data. Gradually with advances in computational devices and 

increased database size, efficient and scalable machine learning and artificial intelligence 
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algorithms were developed. This improved data analysis tasks both in terms of accuracy 

and reliability. In order to address the problem of very large databases, statistical analysis 

and machine learning techniques have been incorporated [1]. This interdisciplinary field 

of data analysis to extract interesting patterns and models is termed as data mining [2].  

The performance of data mining algorithms at centralized repositories caused bottlenecks 

both in computational power and storage hence it was decided to perform data analysis at 

multiple locations. With the development and progress in the field of networking and 

high performance computing, the concept of distributed data analysis became feasible. In 

distributed data analysis, we do not need to collect all data at some central location but 

can be analyzed at different locations and then combining individual results to achieve 

global or final result [3]. The goal was to perform data analysis locally on each node for a 

smaller cluster or set of nodes to build a local model and then to integrate local models to 

generate a global one. The problems of building local and global models to solve, mining 

problems were developed. Communication bandwidth and overhead, computational 

power, local memory and related issues were addressed to achieve better performance. A 

lot of variations in distributed data mining algorithms were proposed to improve 

performance and accuracy of the global model. Details about distributed data mining 

techniques and algorithms are discussed by Park et al. [4].  

Data gathering techniques and wireless devices have got focus of research community  in 

last few years [5]. Voluminous data is being transmitted from satellites, sensors, web 

clicks, stock market, etc. and it is a challenge to store, manipulate and analyze such huge 

quantities of data. Similarly, in time critical applications, analysis of data is important 

only in some specific time intervals. Storing all data might be of no use in future [6]. 

Data streams need to be analyzed as soon as it arrives at the processing unit, the 

phenomenon is called online analysis. This online analysis is a challenge with the 

constraints of available storage, computational powers and communication bandwidths. 

To overcome these problems some efforts have been made in last few years. To address 

the challenges of streaming data mining some systems, models and algorithms have been 

developed [6].  
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There are some inherent problems being faced by researchers while dealing with data 

streams as under:  

 Device memory is limited and it is not realistic to store all incoming data in the 

local memory due to continuity and high data rate 

 Applications need to look at data responsively and it is not feasible to scan data 

multiple times to detect patterns because of the limited speed and possible limited 

processing power and time constraints 

 Mining of incoming data streams should be performed at faster pace i.e. before 

the arrival of new transaction 

 Mining results and analytical outputs should be available within a small time 

frame after the data is being recorded and received for analysis  

 Error rate of stream processing should be reduced to minimum possible level  

Due to above stated inherent characteristics or problems, traditional data mining 

algorithms are not suitable to be applied directly on streaming data [7]. There is a need to 

modify and extend traditional algorithms to deal with fast data streams. Therefore, 

researchers from databases and data mining communities are continuously trying to 

improve data analysis strategies in streaming environment. The researchers have to face 

the challenge to optimize the accuracy and efficiency therefore algorithms developed for 

streaming data normally perform more efficiently while trading off some accuracy by 

approximating results [8]. 

Frequent itemsets mining on streaming data is being explored extensively by the 

researchers recently [9-14]. Association rules extracted from the frequent itemsets is one 

of the data mining techniques commonly used to extract hidden correlation among the 

data attributes [15]. The problem of mining frequent itemset becomes more complex in 

streaming data environment because data streams are continuously arriving at a high pace 

and the time constraint the multiple scans of the data to find the frequent itemsets. It is, 

therefore, needed to develop one-pass algorithm to extract useful information from data 

streams. Also because of continuous and rapid data arrival current frequent itemsets 

might become infrequent or infrequent itemsets become frequent in the next or any 

subsequent time slot. Keeping all data streams in memory is practically impossible 
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because of its huge volume and its limited usage in future. Therefore, frequent itemset 

mining in data streams need novel algorithms to overcome these problems and 

constraints.  

To find frequent itemsets in continuous and high volume streaming data, many efforts 

have been made. As it is almost impossible to keep all data streams in memory therefore 

only current data from some time-interval can be used. To use most current data, window 

based models have been proposed [16-22].  

Researchers from data mining community are inspired from the performance and 

compactness of FP-tree as it scans the data only twice to extract frequent itemsets present 

in the data. There are many variations of FP-tree algorithm for streaming data which 

scans the data for only once to discover the frequent itemsets [16, 20, 23-26]. Most of 

these algorithms find approximate results and compactness of FP-tree is also lost. 

Tanbeer et al [20] made an effort to develop an algorithm to find exact results in the 

current window without approximation and also developed a strategy to achieve 

compactness with one scan of transactional data. A data structure Compact Pattern 

Stream tree (CPS-tree) was developed to efficiently insert newly arriving data into the 

CPS-tree and similarly deleting the old data from the CPS-tree. Due to this data structure, 

overall performance for finding frequent itemsets in data streams improves with 

accuracy. Two basic problems i.e. tuning of min-supp and large number of frequent 

itemset generation are still riddles for the analysts. To overcome min-supp overhead and 

to fix number of frequent itemsets generation, top-k technique has been proposed [10, 27-

28]. In top-k technique only ‘k’ number of frequent itemsets are extracted, resulting 

reduced computational and memory resources when there are limited number of frequent 

itemsets. There are scenarios where value of ‘k’ is high or number of item in a 

transaction is large enough, a large number of frequent itemsets are extracted by using 

more memory and execution time. To overcome this problem top-k with minimum 

support value is proposed [27]. This technique overcomes the core problem of top-k as 

highlighted earlier by reducing number of frequent itemsets. There are cases where we 

are only interested in frequent itemsets of some specific lengths i.e. itemsets of minimum 

length 3 and maximum length 7. In such cases top-k approach with minimum length only 
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fails to speed up mining process and also uses more memory and computational 

resources. Similarly, contextual parameters are also very important to determine what 

types of frequent itemsets are required to detect any event and its importance.  

In a crust, a context-aware ubiquitous data mining framework that is able to address 

issues from data gathering, pre-processing, data stream mining, detecting frequent 

patterns in a timely fashion from streams of data in a resource constrained environment 

and generating warnings and alerts for decision makers is the need of the day. Frequent 

itemsets mining in a data stream is not only for some specific application or application 

area but a generic framework suits for different scenarios by detecting frequent itemsets 

comprehensively. Therefore, in this thesis we suggest and develop a generic context-

aware ubiquitous data mining framework that can be used in different spheres of life, and 

elaborated in the next section of this thesis. 

2. Approach 

In this thesis we propose the need of context-aware ubiquitous data mining framework 

from perspective of ubiquitous computing. Due to the rapid development in internet, 

telecommunication, satellite communication, mobile and handheld devices, wireless 

sensors, wireless network devices, etc. we are foreseeing that this connectivity and data 

enrichment will be very vital for prediction and forecasting in real-time applications. In 

the following discussion, we present some techniques that can be utilized to address data 

stream mining. There are number of other techniques that are useful and can be important 

to improve data stream mining process but not addressed here. Details about those 

techniques are covered in the chapter 2, systematic literature review. 

In context-aware ubiquitous data mining framework, we have to perform multiple tasks 

to find frequent itemsets in real-time. Firstly, in a resource constrained environment, 

there is a need to determine most important and influential factors before starting mining 

operation. In case of network devices and cell phones, there are large numbers of 

parameters revealing different information.  To find out significant attributes, some 

dimension reduction techniques were used [29]. Similarly, contextual parameters are also 

determined while applying dimension reduction to best suit this technique in ubiquitous 
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data mining environment. In order to optimize data mining process, the number of 

contributing parameters calculated in real-time and prerequisites to be minimized to 

improve efficiency of overall system. It is because that due to large number of 

parameters, extra time will be used to compute frequent itemsets that becomes a barrier 

for real-time applications. In fact, all parameters are not important all the time but a set of 

parameters that are significant at given time are filtered with our technique to reduce time 

by considering the constraint of real-time data mining. 

In order to extract frequent itemsets from data streams, a fast and efficient technique 

should be incorporated to make this framework effective and efficient. Time available to 

perform mining operations must be known to avoid overlapping of transactions. To avoid 

overlapping of transactions and queuing, frequent itemset finding tasks should be 

completed before the arrival of new set of transactions. As there is no enough time to 

perform mining operations on the data streams, the streams of data must be divided into 

set of panes. Each pane consists of ‘k’ number of transactions to reduce communication 

and execution times. We also need to perform data mining on streams of data and it is not 

feasible to keep all data in memory, therefore only recent most set of transactions are 

considered to achieve desired goals. In our proposed framework, sliding window 

approach is utilized to select recent most contributing data set for mining purposes. 

The aim of this research is to develop a comprehensive and generic framework that 

should fulfil need of ubiquitous data mining in a real-time environment. Impacts of 

frequent itemsets, what types of actions taken on the bases of information extracted, or 

how those actions or decisions can be made more beneficial are not in the primary scope 

of this research. Similarly network bandwidth, communication latency, data loss, etc. are 

not covered in this research. Furthermore, human errors and limitations to make decision 

after suggestion, technology acceptance issues, privacy concerns of data, etc. are not the 

part of this work.  

We have acquired access to one of the network operator and their customer premises 

equipment (CPE) and gathered sufficient amount of data to test the framework in real 

environment. Details of this data and outcomes are described in chapter 6. Similarly, 

another real environment deployment for testing purposes were made in 
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telecommunication sector to extract patterns of movement to improve city management, 

businesses, traffic control and security plans to safeguard the society. 

3. Thesis Contribution 

Advances in Internet, local area network, Intranet and wireless network resulted into a 

wide range of pervasive computing environment. Many of these environments produce 

huge amount of data, coming from parallel resources in a continuous fashion. Examples 

of these environments are web logs, click streams, sensor network, network traffic, stock 

market data, etc., Storing, querying and analyzing these continuous, fluctuating and 

voluminous data streams are a challenge in a limited memory and computational power. 

Researchers realized to develop methods for extraction of patterns from streaming data in 

order to enhance computational power. This thesis reviews the existing studies in 

development of sensor stream systems, algorithms and frameworks. 

In this thesis, we are trying to address following research questions: 

RQ1 What type of stream mining algorithms are developed and how these improve 

performance of mining process when applied to streaming data? 

RQ2 Whether existing algorithms improve validity and accuracy when applied to high 

streaming data environments? 

RQ3 Whether fully distributed or centralized data mining framework is suitable or we 

need to develop a hybrid framework to meet requirements of stream mining? 

While addressing the above research questions, this research resulted into the following 

contributions: 

Cont.1 Description of systems, algorithms and frameworks developed to address 

ubiquitous data streams 

Cont.2 Algorithms for managing ubiquitous data streams and extracting useful 

information from data streams with minimum loss in information 

Cont.3 A centralized/hybrid data mining framework development to perform data mining 

operation on high volume of data arriving at fast speed 
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3.1 RQ1: Data stream mining algorithms and applications 

A systematic literature review was designed study data stream mining algorithms, 

systems and their applications. To perform unbiased review, clear search and 

evaluation strategy was developed. While performing review of selected 

literature, we have classified contributions into clustering, frequency count, 

classification and outlier detection and stream mining systems. Similarly, to get 

better overview of main contribution area of this research we have also studied 

top-k frequent itemset mining in data streaming environment and outlined the 

issues and proposed solution by developing an improved methodology. 

3.2 RQ2: Finding top-k closed itemsets in data streams 

Addressing the problem of data stream mining, we propose FPS-Tree, a new 

algorithm to find top-k closed itemsets in data streams. It is basically based on 

FP-Tree algorithm but tuned for data streams to find frequent itemsets, 

incorporation of sliding window model to manage frequent state monitoring in 

streaming data and only focusing on top-k frequent itemsets of specified lengths 

to reduce number of interesting itemsets according to the requirements. Data 

arriving from various sources at high speed and possibly infinite data streams is 

inserted into the FPS-tree, maintaining a bit-vector representation of each 

transaction and also updating frequency table for each itemset. On expiry of each 

window, new transactions in the upcoming windows are inserted into the FPS-

Tree and if any change in frequency base ordering of transactions in the FPS-Tree 

then update process is executed to keep FPS-Tree in frequency order so that 

desired efficiency can be achieved. 

3.3 RQ3: Context-aware ubiquitous data mining framework 

Looking at the novelty of problem in hand, a hybrid approach is developed to 

address challenges at different levels from stream data collection, processing and 

mining. Firstly, basic requirements were defined following the identification of 

parameters that are important and playing vital role in the mining process. A 

strategy was adopted to collect data after regular time interval if no change 
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occurs. Once the process of stream data collection is completed, stream 

processing techniques were developed to process that data in an efficient manner. 

Finally, a local algorithm is designed to extract top-k frequent itemsets by 

utilizing the concept of sliding window approach. To improve performance of 

data mining process, contextual parameters are also included to enrich the data for 

knowledge extraction. 

3.4 Auxiliary contribution 

In general PhD work is very focused to the addressed issues and tries to propose 

some viable solution for the research problem very precisely but in this thesis 

author developed a framework for data streams therefore some research issues 

were also addressed in different parts of framework. 

A new methodology is developed to perform classification of subscribers on 

ubiquitous network devices based on the movement pattern. Each node/device 

sends its location update after some specified interval. A strategy is designed to 

get location update when there is a change in location otherwise increasing the 

time interval when the location remains approximately same. Getting location 

update after change in jurisdiction preserves battery to improve power 

consumption. Similarly, selecting desired parameters to achieve this goal also 

improves network utilization and reduces size of data to overcome memory 

issues. This facilitates to detect movement pattern of subscribers ubiquitously to 

improve network planning, congestion control and improving businesses. 

4. Thesis organization 

This dissertation consists of 6 chapters. Chapter 2 contains the review of related literature 

in the areas including existing data stream mining techniques, stream processing systems 

to extract hidden information, challenges to handle streaming data and research and open 

issues in the domain. 

Chapter 3 explains our proposed context-aware ubiquitous data mining framework to 

achieve the motives of this research. This context-aware ubiquitous data mining 
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framework consists of data collection and pre-processing before initiating actual data 

mining operations, developing techniques to detect frequent itemsets from the data 

streams in resource constrained environment and utilization of information that is 

extracted to generate alarms or feeds for decision makers. 

Chapter 4 describes the major contribution of this research i.e. a fast stream mining 

algorithm to extract top- k frequent itemsets using sliding window approach. This method 

produces only top-k frequent itemsets where k is the number of frequent itemsets and top 

point to the itemsets with maximum support value. Furthermore, two variables of 

minimum-support and maximum-support are also introduces to limit number of frequent 

itemsets in any desired environment. This chapter also discusses the sliding window 

approaches specifically suitable for data streams and variations made in sliding window 

model to best suit our requirements.   

In chapter 5, a prototype system with complete model is described. The system includes 

all modules like data gathering, data mining, decision support and knowledgebase for 

futuristic use. Data is gathered with some local arrangements in parallel with the data 

acquisition from other systems and service providers. To overcome privacy concerns, 

identity of subscribers is removed. Similarly, detection of odd pattern of subscribers is 

also achieved using the techniques of data mining on the gathered data. 

Chapter 6 is dedicated for presentation of test case scenarios from the industry. This 

chapter specifies the implementation of this research in an Internet service provider 

industry to perform early diagnosis for the improvement of quality of service. 

Furthermore, implementation of the system supports higher management in policy 

making and infrastructure improvement processes.  
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Chapter 2: Systematic Literature Review 

Data mining is the process of extracting implicit hidden but potentially useful 

information from the data [2]. Stream mining is the branch of data mining, in which we 

deal with data that is continuous and critical with respect to spatial-temporal constraints. 

Many sources like sensor network, wireless network, radio frequency identifier (RFID), 

web click streams, point of sale data, satellite data, telecommunication records, etc. 

generate continuous data termed as data streams. Data streams are continuous, 

unbounded and unlimited data that need to be processed in resource constrained 

environment. Furthermore, these streams of data are fed automatically that separate them 

from conventional data feeds where human used to enter data into the system. So 

computing and electronic devices automatically enters data into each other in seamless 

fashion. Therefore, it is almost impossible to model a consistent database tables in 

contrast with the conventional data.  

This field of stream mining emerged in the last decade and drew the attention of 

researchers. Different efforts have been made to address mining of streaming data, from 

data mining and machine learning community, with few successes and there is a need to 

do a lot in this field. In this part of thesis we will review the techniques and algorithms 

developed and try to identify the problem areas in existing methodologies. In this chapter 

we present different intelligent data analysis techniques for streaming data. Data mining 

techniques developed so far to extract useful information from streaming data are 

covered. Preceding part of this chapter is devoted to highlighting data stream mining 

systems. Open research issues in this emerging field are discussed in section 4.  

2.1 Clustering 

Clustering is the process of grouping similar items and separating them from dissimilar 

or different items as shown in the fig. 2.1. There are different well known methods and 

techniques for clustering items [30]. To cluster elements in streaming data is challenging 

task due to continuous change in data and resource limitations. Traditional clustering 

algorithms are not suitable for streaming data therefore some variations need to be made 
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in such algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Clustering of data on the bases of similarity 

A dynamic clustering approach for tracking moving objects, to reduce missing rate data 

and to improve energy consumption, which will increase overall lifetime of the network 

was proposed by Jin et al [31]. Tracking moving objects is a real challenge that needs 

real time information, as well as online analysis and prediction. Moving objects 

continuously change their location and therefore need different sensors for tracking the 

objects at different time intervals. In this method, set of sensors receiving signals from 

mobile objects, form a cluster, and the one with maximum energy remaining and 

strongest signals will become cluster head. All sensors send location of object in three 

successive intervals of time to the cluster head to calculate speed and direction of 

movement of the object. Before exiting from the cluster, its expected direction and region 

is predicted and message is sent to all sensors in the predicted region by the cluster head. 

The one which responds first, become the new cluster head and a new cluster will be 

formed. Now this new cluster will be responsible for object tracking. 

To increase accuracy and overall lifetime of wireless sensor network, Phung et al [32] 

developed a resource aware, distributed online data mining algorithm. They introduced 

the concept of micro clusters on the bases of predefined values of radius and further 

adjusted on the bases of remaining battery time. Radius value is increased to keep 

number of cluster low. Before dying, the sensors find out the best neighbor by 

broadcasting a message and evaluating their replies on the bases of battery available, 

memory and CPU availability and link quality. This method has improved accuracy at the 
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cost of vital resources of sensor battery and transferring of all data from cluster-head to 

some other sensor also use sufficient bandwidth. Defining remaining resource threshold 

value optimally is another limitation of this technique and need a lot of practice to fine 

tune the process. To improve the applicability in the real environment, there is a need to 

overcome these issues. 

A dynamic clustering method, where the number of clusters formed depends on the 

system and application parameters was proposed by Veena et al [33]. To achieve dynamic 

clustering Kohonen Self Organizing Maps Neural Network (KSOM-NN) was used. 

Information from each sensor node like memory, power available, number of hops from 

node to cluster head etc. are collected at a sink for decision making and analysis. KSOM-

NN learns more and more as number of input increases. Learning algorithm assigns 

random values to the connection weights at start and input pattern is selected. Wining 

neuron is determined on the bases of maximum value and cluster around it is formed 

dynamically. At last, weights of all neurons in neighborhood are updated accordingly and 

next iteration starts. Increase in number of parameters of sensor node affects number of 

clusters formed and also causes extra computational time.  

Rodrigues et al [34] proposed a real-time system to predict future values for a wireless 

sensor network by using divisive clustering. Neural network is used for prediction on the 

bases of current values. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used to find out similarities in 

sensor streams which help to shape data into clusters. Splitting into new clusters is on the 

basis of distance and if it is above some threshold then a new cluster will be formed. For 

online prediction, values observed at current time are forwarded to neural network, 

whereas, error in previous prediction is back-propagated to improve the prediction 

process.  

An adaptive sampling approach for energy-efficient data collection in wireless sensor 

network is proposed by Gedik et al [35]. The sampling nodes are periodically selected 

while allowing others in same vicinity to sleep and their values are predicted by 

spatiotemporal analysis by incorporating probabilistic model. The network architecture 

designed consists of three layers. On top data collection tree is formed to gather data 

from nodes. Each node can propagate its data to its neighbors which are in its signal 
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range. Second layer forms disjoint regions of clusters and cluster head selection and 

finally the third layer is on top of cluster of nodes to gather sample data as well as to 

predict values of other nodes with more accuracy. The node with maximum energy 

remaining normally becomes cluster head. Then the cluster head passes a message to all 

of its neighbors, containing hop count and mean sample value. Keeping track of 

remaining energy resources of all sensors in the network is itself overhead and need 

resources to achieve this objective. There should be some implicit mechanism to reflect 

resource availability. 

This section covered research using clustering in streaming data during the period of 

2006 and onward. Research in this area before 2006 can be found in [6]. 

2.2 Frequency count and association rule mining 

Frequency count and association rule mining is one of the most useful data mining 

techniques. As the name itself suggests, in this technique frequency of occurrence of 

certain sample is counted and if it is above some predefined threshold value, then it will 

be in the frequent list. Rules are extracted from the frequent list generated. To do so, 

classical algorithms need to scan data for multiple times, but, in streaming environment 

rescanning it, is almost impossible, due to continuous arrival of data at a rapid speed. To 

deal with such huge and continuously changing data, some variations in frequency count 

and association rule mining algorithms have been proposed. This review covers the 

period of 2006 to date, but, interested users can find details before 2006 [6]. 

A light weight algorithm is presented to gather information from all sensors to detect low 

energy sensors by Chong et al [36]. Once the low energy sensors are available, rules will 

be extracted so that expected readings of low energy sensors can be predicted without 

actually getting a reading from each individual decaying sensor. Typical APROIRI 

algorithm is not feasible for resource constrained environment so a novel approach which 

extracts correlation among rules is introduced. This algorithm finds out frequent item sets 

and frequent items count to find support and confidence. When reading from some 

specific sensor is required, it will be searched in rule queue first and if found, then there 

will be no need to get a reading from that sensor. This local searching for rules might be 
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extra burden on vital resources when sensor is not found in the rule queue.  

Traditional data mining algorithms are not suitable for redundant data sets and need data 

cleaning before mining. To overcome this problem an interval-list-based (ILB) algorithm 

is developed to mine inter-stream associations for wireless sensor network by Loo et al 

[37]. ILB representation avoids data redundancy by splitting data into interval lists on the 

basis of start and end time. ILB algorithm developed uses lossy counting framework for 

online mining of sensor streams with a modification of intervals-list used to count 

support for an item in all time intervals. An interval is a continuous period of time and 

sequence of non-overlapping transactions as shown in Fig 2.2. Support for each item in 

an interval is counted and if it is greater than some predefined threshold, that item will be 

inserted in the frequent itemset, but, if support is smaller than threshold then its count is 

updated by adding current interval-list count to the previous one. Similarly if support for 

an item in all interval-lists is smaller than threshold, it will be removed from the frequent 

itemset.  

 

 

Figure 2.2.  

Figure 2.2 Sliding window with 2 consecutive time slots [36] 

A framework for sensor association rule mining and data extraction was presented by 

Boukerche et al [38]. Generating association rules is relatively an easy process, but, the 

actual challenge is the extraction of data for mining and meeting some support threshold 

more efficiently. A novel technique of data gathering and distributed storage is developed 

to overcome the problems of direct reporting technique.  

Distributed storage technique enabled sensor nodes to store more information by using 

flash memory which uses little amount of energy to support local storage phenomenon.  

Central device normally known as a sink sends minimum support, time slot value and 

historical period to each sensor. It is the responsibility of each sensor to detect events in 

each epoch and setting bit value if an event is detected. At the end of the time slot, each 

node with number of bits set more than minimum support threshold will send message to 
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sink. The sink/central server reconstructs the messages received from all nodes to group 

them on the bases of detected events during the same epoch. Increasing the support value 

causes a decrease in number of sent messages. For example above 50% support, 50-90% 

reduction in sent data towards sink is detected. In term of memory and time, it is 30-50% 

better than FP-Growth tree implementation. Röme et al [39] introduced  a distributed 

association rule mining model to improve performance and achieve better utilization of 

bandwidth. It discovers frequent event patterns on the basis of spatial-temporal 

constraints at different nodes to reduce size of data transmitted.  In association rule 

mining, a data mining technique is used to extract event patterns. It is observed that those 

events which are correlated to a certain extent normally occur in spatial or temporal 

proximity. Discretization process is on the basis of distance (near, far etc.) and time (now, 

10 min, 10-max etc.). Frequency count of each event for each distance partition and time 

epoch is calculated to produce an event summary table. On the bases of neighborhood 

(distance), every node record an event in a certain epoch is maintained in a table. Later 

on frequency for each event in a certain epoch is counted and such transactions are fed to 

mining algorithm to produce association rules. Data needed for mining sensor association 

rules can be gathered by previously known direct reporting and distributed storage 

techniques but such data is often redundant. To minimize number of messages as well as 

information routed towards the sink, an in-network data reduction algorithm is developed 

which helped to minimize duplication of data which in turn reduces network traffic and 

energy consumption by Boukerche et al [40].  

Chen et al [41] developed an algorithm, MILE, which uses knowledge of existing 

patterns recursively to improve speed of mining process. Real valued data is discretized 

to make mining process simple. This algorithm uses prior knowledge and reduces 

number of scans while extracting sequential patterns. Once prefix of a pattern has been 

mined, MILE uses that knowledge without performing any search for the same prefix. 

This reduction in searching process causes an improvement as compared with prefixSpan 

algorithm. A methodology to extract spatial and temporal patterns of daily activities of a 

human using wireless sensor network was proposed by Lymberopoulo et al [42]. Data 

received from sensor nodes is in the form of episodes, may be as small as few minutes or 

as large as a month. To extract activities patterns from episodes, frequency of each 
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pattern in the entire period is counted and candidate patterns are selected with frequency 

above some certain threshold by incorporating APRIORI algorithm. To discover patterns 

in episodes, user-defined time window technique is used but, fixed size time window is 

constrained with efficiency and quality for searching in temporal context, whereas, 

variable window size increases complexity of pattern search. Finally, a daily living model 

is developed to visualize the activities of a person during 24 hours of the day. A newly 

emerging area of utility mining was addressed by Shie et al [43]. In traditional 

association rule mining frequent itemsets are extracted, while infrequent itemsets are 

removed but these infrequent itemsets might be useful. Utility mining finds those 

itemsets which are more useful or profitable, but, not necessarily frequent. In this paper a 

novel algorithm called GUIDE (Generation of temporal maximal Utility Itemsets from 

date streams) is proposed to find maximal utility itemsets from a landmark time to the 

current time. This algorithm picks up itemsets, finds their utilities and stores these 

utilities in a compact data structure TMUI-tree (Temporal Maximal Utility Itemset tree).  

2.3 Classification and outlier detection 

Classification is the process of tagging data into different classes on the bases of some 

features [44]. In some cases it might be Boolean while in other scenarios can be more 

classes of data. Fig 2.3 depicts the process of classification of data on the bases of 

different hypotheses. Classifying streaming data is a challenge because of its evolving 

and infinite nature. As traditional classification techniques need many interactions during 

training and testing phases, therefore such techniques are not suitable for dynamic and 

continuously changing environments. To overcome this problem, there is a need to 

develop fast one-pass algorithms to classify infinite and evolving data streams. This 

review covers the research carried out in this area during the period of 2006 to date. 

Aggarwal et al[45] addressed issue of evolving streams. They developed a dynamic 

model for simultaneous training and testing of continuously changing data streams. On-

demand classification model allows selecting window size for past training data to 

dynamically build a classifier. They also performed tests on synthetic and real data and 

results reflect that on-demand classification model gives better performance as compared 
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with static classification algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Visual representation of classifier to classify data on the bases of different 

hypothesis 

Masud et al [46] addressed the problem of classifying streaming data and proposed an 

improvement in the work of Aggarwal et al [45]. Normally classification of data is done 

by supervised learning for which labeled data is required. Because in a streaming 

environment data is mostly unlabeled and it is very costly to label data, therefore only 

limited numbers of data sets are available for training. They proposed micro-cluster, a 

semi-supervised technique, and used k-nearest neighbor algorithm for classification. 

They also tested their algorithm both on synthetic and real data and results showed that 

with less number of labeled data sets, their algorithm is much better as compared with 

Aggarwal et al [45]. Seo et al [47] developed a framework to classify multivariate sensor 

stream data. There are two major phases namely data gathering/preprocessing and data 

classification. In the first phase discretization of multivariate data from sensors is 

performed like signal strength value U for steep upward inclination and u for moderate 

inclination. This representation of data helps partial matching of sub-patterns and also 

maintains sequencing in patterns. Once the data has been prepared, classification phase 

starts. In this phase both number of supervised and unsupervised algorithms have been 

used to test the framework. Results reflect that SVM from supervised and TFIDF from 

unsupervised classification algorithms perform much better than others. 

A new strategy to handle unlabeled streaming data with some delayed attributes is 
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addressed by Millán-Giraldo et al [48]. In this strategy, they used previous classification 

confidence to predict labels for unlabeled attributes and similarly employ projection to 

fill missing or delayed attributes.  A comparison has been made among the three 

strategies i.e. do-nothing with the received data, put-and-reclassify and wait-and-classify, 

to manage incomplete objects and delayed attributes. Experimental results show that put-

and-reclassify performs better as compared with do-nothing in some cases while in other 

cases the delayed attribute is less important for classification.  To achieve best accuracy, 

wait-and-classify is the best technique and useful in cases where accuracy is intolerable. 

This research opens the doors for researchers to handle incomplete and inconsistent data 

in online environment. A learning and classification technique for positive unlabeled 

streaming data is devised by Li et al [49]. To build a reliable classifier, large number of 

positive and negative training data was required. Normally in streaming environment 

only positive and unlabeled data is available. To get reliable negative examples an 

ensemble strategy was proposed that integrates Spy extraction [50] and rocchio 

extraction  [51]. This integration minimizes the biasing of any individual extraction 

technique and the reliability of extracted negative examples is increased. It is more likely 

that a classifier built using only positive and reliable negative examples may not be 

accurate enough because of a small number of positive and reliable negative examples in 

streaming data. Therefore, micro-clusters were constructed to get likely-positive and 

likely-negative examples to increase number of positive and negative data. In the micro-

cluster k-mean clustering is used to get positive and negative labeling of documents. In a 

micro-cluster if more documents in the linear classifier are on the positive/negative side 

then it will be labeled as positive/negative. 

2.4 Systems 

With the developments in mining algorithms for streaming data, data mining community 

were encouraged to develop applications for streaming data environment. In this review 

we are presenting the recent most developments of systems for streaming data. 

Online mining of sensor streams is an emerging area and few efforts have already been 

made in this new branch of data mining. Sensor streams are different from normal 
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streams and there are some inherent problems in sensor streams like data irregularities. 

Irregularities in sensor data, clustering of sensory data and finding out correlation among 

different attributes of sensed data were addressed by Ma et al [52]. To find out 

irregularities in the patterns, a lot of comparisons are needed which is time consuming 

and reduce efficiency. To increase efficiency of this process, Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD), a very powerful data reduction and approximation technique, is 

used. SVD can easily extract a singular value vector from the matrix and in turn vector 

comparison requires less computation as compared with matrix comparison. Similarly 

irregularities in sensor data on the bases of spatial and temporal attributes is detected, by 

sliding window (time) by holding N most recent values and also by comparing readings 

of a sensor with its few neighbors. Grouping similar data and improving energy 

consumption, a novel multi-dimensional clustering approach is presented in which 

clustering is performed on the basis of attributes at first, then on the basis of sensors 

having similar readings producing some unique cliques. Data sending can be done by any 

sensor from a distinct clique, which will in turn, improve power consumption but data 

quality may decrease. A distributed roadway traffic prediction is proposed consisting of 

number of sensing devices, local server and central server by Liu et al [53]. On the bases 

of historical data, central server is trained by data mining and machine learning 

techniques and frequent patterns are extracted utilizing frequent episode mining. Sensors 

having similar patterns in same time frame are grouped together to form a cluster. These 

patterns are propagated towards each sensing device in the same cluster to be utilized for 

prediction. If actual data is different from the one already stored in the sensor memory, 

then this new value is sent to the central server for update and new updated pattern is 

propagated towards each sensor in the same cluster. This approach overcomes the limited 

storage capacity of sensors by storing only one pattern for each interval of time. Similarly 

optimal utilization of limited bandwidth and energy is achieved by sending data to main 

server only when a mismatch occurs between observed and predicted readings, which are 

already stored in the sensors. By incorporating this model, congestion level prediction, 

route planning and traveling management can be done very effectively. To avoid being 

stuck in traffic, this system can provide useful information to drivers by predicting 

congestion. 
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A novel context–aware adoptive stream mining architecture is presented that utilizes 

context information to make dynamic real-time and adoptive decisions for cost 

effectiveness in resource constrained circumstances by Haghighi et al [54]. The two 

major parts are a situation manager to gather context sensitive information and to analyze 

that data, whereas, a second part is a strategy manager which is responsible for adjusting 

a strategy adaptively by incorporating a correlation function. Situation manager consists 

of a repository of previous and current data used to analyze the situation; a situation 

model is responsible to develop a model on the basis of data and scenario, so that better 

results can be achieved. A third part is situation inference that produces rules on the basis 

of contextual data. A strategy manager consists of three components namely strategy 

repository, correlation function and strategy invocation. Strategy repository is a collection 

of all previous strategies adopted on the basis of data provided by context manager. 

Correlation function is the core of strategy manager module that finds out correlation 

among current context information and already adopted strategies in past and produces 

number of candidate strategies most suitable for current situation. The final part is 

strategy invocation which selects the most appropriate strategy to work on from the set of 

candidate strategies. Krishnaswamy et al [55] proposed an architectural model designed 

to minimize road crashes by considering road conditions and physiological factors of 

drivers. The aim of this model is to develop a working system which will operate on 

contextual-awareness of environment including driver, weather conditions, traffic flow, 

driving time, vehicle speed and its condition, driver profile etc. and will provide 

assistance to drivers so that risks of accidents can be reduced. 

Main repository of data can be produced by simulation and traditional data mining 

techniques are used to classify the data. On the bases of main repository, predictive 

model is developed which will be called on for classifying online real-time data. This 

real-time data will be analyzed on the basis of previous data and alerts will be generated. 

Finally, newly observed data is recorded into the main repository and classification 

algorithms to update predictive model. 
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2.5 Ubiquitous Data Streams  

 Nowadays data sources are distributed in nature and present everywhere or distributed in 

nature. Most of the things around us are acquiring sensors, microcontroller with some 

computational power, and stagnant to adaptive and combative. Mobile, internet nodes, 

and wireless sensor networks are present everywhere and being a source of ubiquitous 

data. These devices have limited resources in terms of memory and computational power 

and it is needed to utilize their resources more effectively. In this part of chapter, our 

focus is to elaborate different characteristics of ubiquitous data streams in general and 

limitations of those in specific. 

Data produced by web clicks, network routers, GPS devices, cell phone calls and text 

messages, phones spatio-temporal location and browsing details, telecommunication 

records, internet usage of each node in real-time, financial transactions of banks, stock 

exchange business, etc. are always ubiquitous. This huge amount of data is almost 

infeasible to be stored in a single centralized location or a system. Therefore, this data is 

practically processed and stored at distributed locations for ease of handling and fast 

processing. The outcome of this fact is that data is ubiquitous in current era of science 

and technology. 

As a pattern or model example of ubiquitous data streams are customer premises 

equipment (CPE) and smart cell phones. Mobile computing devices like PDAs, smart 

cards, wearable sensors, smart phones with reasonable computing power are now part of 

many people around the globe and changing their daily lives quit rapidly. Sensing and 

computation enabled devices are setting a new horizon of this world where data is most 

important to facilitate individual and masses in each and every aspect of life. While 

extracting information and patterns from these resource constrained devices, one should 

be very careful for dependable and consistent results. When necessary care is not taken, 

results might be erroneous and misleading to false decisions. 

2.5.1 Internet Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) 

CPEs are usually small, portable and a bit intelligent devices located at the 

customer end to provide internet services. These devices can communicate with 
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the configuration server normally hosted at the network operation centre of 

service provider and vice versa. The communication between CPE and 

configuration server is mostly based on standard communication protocols TR-

069 and OMA-DM. The communication can be managed and controlled with 

programming languages like C and Java. CPE device is recording hundreds of 

different parameters about its own current status and similarly about the quality of 

network. These parameters reveal important information for diagnoses, recovery 

and management of entire network.  

Primarily, CPE network is data centric and used to gather information about 

different parameters at the configuration server. Data from CPE devices is 

received in the form of streams without performing any local computations and 

processing. To overcome network bandwidth constraints, data aggregation and 

sampling techniques are used because of its data centric nature approach. To 

apply sampling techniques, it is important to determine most influential factors 

that need to be captured and sent to configuration server for better management of 

network and future network planning.  

CPE devices can send data at multiple times scales and formats i.e. some devices 

are sending data after each minute, after 15 minutes, 30 minutes or an hour etc. 

Similarly, some devices might be sending information after some specific time 

interval while others sending updates if any change is found in the desired 

parameters. The communication between CPE and configuration server is prune 

to environmental conditions and might be noisy. To minimize the effects of 

missing values, a noise and communication limitation, usually aggregation of data 

in a time window is performed to achieve synchronization in data. CPE devices 

send data asynchronously and at server end it is needed to aggregate in real time 

window, providing a single scan opportunity of received data.  

In practical uses of CPE network, data sent to configuration server or sink for 

analysis is enormous, continuous in nature and data rate is very high. The data 

from some specific CPE device or set of devices might be stuck because of 

network congestion or communication breakdown between CPE and sink. 
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Similarly, data may not reach server in case of any fault in CPE and server can 

wait for a while but not for ever. CPE network can consist of hundreds of 

thousands of devices that are sending data to the server that can be used for 

analytical purposes. These numerous CPE devices producing or sending data at a 

fast rate are causing a scenario of stream analytics.  

 2.5.2 Smart Phone based Monitoring of Network Parameters 

The rapid developments in smart phone industry unfolded the horizon for huge 

data and multiple applications in this domain. Data is frequently created at a high 

rate in the form of streams, and requiring methods and techniques to process these 

streams of data in timely fashion. In such scenarios, conventional database 

management system cannot provide suitable solutions therefore demand for 

stream processing and analysing is emerging. Monitoring, managing and tracking 

of users are mainly constrained with privacy concerns and sharing or integration 

of data from multiple service providers. 

Telecommunication operators mostly use different tools and trust only on those 

tools but there is a need to design a mechanism to integrate these tools to achieve 

a unified and seamless process. In the current era of safety and security issues are 

more important and being acknowledged. To make society more secure 

dependable in one aspect and improving other issues of traffic management, 

businesses improvement and better utilization of available resources in other 

dimension, a unified system to collect location, movement and usage data is 

highly needed. Nevertheless, service provider will not easily adapt integration 

process because of their reliability on existing tools, data loss or insecurity, loss 

of control over data that serve as a gold mine for them. Similarly, reservation 

from user ends to keep their privacy is another major issue in this area. 

To overcome the issues in this area, incentive should be given to all stakeholders 

from the ones who will be the beneficiary of this unified process. To bring all 

stakeholders on board, necessary legislation is also necessary to safeguard 

interests of all. Emergence of such smart phone monitoring, managing and 
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tracking is leading to another challenge of ubiquitous data stream mining for 

Telco’s.  

 2.5.3 Ubiquitous Data Visualization 

Ubiquitous data mining is the process of performing data mining and knowledge 

extraction tasks on hand held and portable devices to analyse data in real-time in 

different applications like emergency management, businesses monitoring like 

stock exchange trends, applications for law enforcement agencies, etc. The 

developments in mobile devices industry during the last decade and ever 

increasing computational and storage capacities of these devices encouraged the 

data mining community to develop techniques to perform real-time intelligent 

data analysis in mobile/ubiquitous environment. To achieve ubiquitous data 

mining goal in a streaming data scenario, researcher need to consider inherited 

constraints of mobile devices i.e. limited computational power, memory or 

storage capacity, communication bandwidth, power of battery, screen size and 

resolution for visualization of data analytics.  

There are number of techniques and algorithms developed to address real-time 

data mining tasks for streaming data as stated in the applications of stream mining 

section of this chapter but very little focus on the data visualization issues on 

small and mini devices. A strategy to visualize stream mining results on small 

screens of mobile devices is developed to better utilize limited screen size and 

perform computations relevant to visualization [56]. This is the first systematic 

attempt to address visualization issues in mobile/ubiquitous data mining to cluster 

data and opening the natural next step in ubiquitous data mining after the number 

of algorithms and techniques already developed to handle streaming data. There 

are number of other techniques of data mining e.g. classification, frequent 

itemsets mining, outlier detection, etc. where visualization of data analysis results 

on mobile screens need to be addressed. 
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2.6 Research and open issues  

Stream mining is an emerging variant of data mining and databases fields. Both data 

mining and database communities have addressed various problems and proposed 

solutions. In this section our focus will be to discuss open and addressed issues in the 

field of stream mining. Already addressed issues are discussed at first and then we will 

focus on open issues that need due attention from the database and data mining 

communities. 

Designing energy-efficient techniques for streaming data 

There is a battery lifetime problem in wireless sensors and mobile devices. Capturing and 

processing data in streaming environment is a problem and that needs due attention of 

data mining and wireless sensor network (WSN) communities. To improve overall 

lifetime of the network it is direly needed to design and develop energy-efficient 

techniques. Sending all generated/gathered data to some central location for further 

processing is energy inefficient so some methodologies have been developed to 

overcome this problem [4] but further improvements are required in this direction. 

Removing less important data from sending queue, applying some sampling techniques, 

designing light-weight data reduction techniques, etc. might cause an improvement in 

energy consumption of resource constrained devices. 

 Efficient utilization of limited memory 

In streaming environment data is continuously arriving but memory is always limited in 

computational and sensing devices. Therefore it is required to better utilize available 

memory resource. Existing machine learning and data mining algorithms need data to be 

available in memory for analysis purpose, but streaming data is always huge and 

continuously increasing. It is almost infeasible to keep all data in memory for all time 

because space is required for new incoming entries. Therefore space and time efficient 

techniques are needed to mine streaming data. Some efforts in this direction have been 

made and one-pass algorithms have been developed to classify streaming data Aggarwal 

et al [57]. 
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 Improve results accuracy 

Space and time efficient algorithms  [58-61] developed for streaming data  produce more 

accurate results. It is important that mining results should be in acceptable range and 

fulfilling the requirements of application. This issue needs due attention from research 

community to develop techniques that can produce better results while  addressing time 

and space problems in resource constrained devices. 

 Privacy preservation 

WSN is an emerging technology and can be used in multiple areas including medical 

care, mass public and military applications, weather and pollution level sensing, etc. One 

of the major concerns in public and military applications is the privacy of data and 

location of important assets. To keep data secure and preserving the privacy, Kumar et al 

[62] proposed a method to keep location secure. There is a need to further investigate the 

issue to find sustainable solution so that WSN and data stream mining can become more 

dependable for the community.   

 Handling and managing continuous data streams 

Traditional database management techniques cannot handle fluctuating and continuously 

varying data streams. It is required to introduce novel indexing, data storing, querying, 

etc. techniques. This issue is especially a concern with the databases community and till 

now is still an open issue. A lot of work is required in this specific direction to improve 

overall performance of the real-time applications based on streaming data. 

 Improving bandwidth utilization  

Data sensed by various sources need to be integrated to extract global and effective 

results. Therefore, sending that data to some sink needs a communication channel. 

Bandwidth of communication channel is limited in WSN and mobile phone devices. To 

better utilize the available bandwidths research and development there is a requirement 

for both knowledge representation structure and data gathering/sending scheduling. 

Kargupta et al [63] used Fourier transformations to send data efficiently in WSN, a 

limited bandwidth network. 
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 Visualization of mining results on mobile devices 

Displaying and visualizing data mining results on mini screens of mobile devices is a 

complex task and needs due attention. It is still hard to exactly visualize data mining 

results on computer screens. An effort has been made to analyze business data and 

display mining results on PDA to facilitate business community in decision making by 

Talia et al [64]. 

 Developing algorithms to mine time varying results 

Traditional data mining deals with already stored data and there is no temporal constraint 

on data and results. Therefore these algorithms are not useful to mine time varying 

results. In streaming data, results are always changing with time and in some cases it is 

required to extract useful information from those time varying results. This issue has 

been addressed by Tao et al [65]. 

 Pre-processing of streaming data 

Data pre-processing plays vital role to make data mining results more accurate and 

dependable [66]. In traditional data mining systems, different data pre-processing 

techniques are available. In stream mining systems, data is continuously changing and 

fluctuating therefore traditional or classical data pre-processing techniques are not 

suitable. There is a need to develop fast, lightweight, accurate and automated data pre-

processing techniques for streaming data. Such techniques are needed to be integrated in 

stream mining processes to automate knowledge discovery form streaming data. 

 Avoiding Overfitting 

Overfitting is a major concern in developing data mining models and accuracy of a model 

is at risk if overfitted. Traditional techniques to avoid overfitting like cross validation 

[67] are time consuming and not suitable for streaming data. This problem have not been 

addressed for streaming data and needs due attention to improve data stream mining 

models. 

Designing interactive mining environment for users 

User interactive stream mining environment can be very vital and useful. Designing 
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systems that fulfill user requirements and provide mechanisms to adjust it as defined by 

user is an important area of research. 

Achieving real-time accuracy 

There is a trade-off between accuracy and complexity. In traditional data mining, data is 

already stored locally and there are enough resources in terms of memory and 

computational power, therefore, complex hypotheses can be used to classify data more 

accurately. Similarly, time to compute results is not constrained in offline mode so we 

can achieve more accurate results when compared with constrained environment like 

real-time/online mining. There is a need to develop algorithms that can perform 

accurately in real-time environment [68]. It is one of the most flourishing areas for future 

research in data stream mining. 

2.7 Discussion 

Stream mining is a new domain of data mining that has emerged during the last decade. 

Developments in wireless sensor network, astronomy, businesses and stock exchange, 

user behavior modeling, geo-spatial tracking, communication technologies and Internet 

led towards the dire need of online knowledge extraction from the continuously arriving 

data in almost real-time. All this drew attention of the data mining community to solve 

this problem of online data mining which is different from classical or traditional data 

mining. [6] covered the efforts made in this area till 2005 and our focus has been to 

summarize contributions in this domain since 2005. 

Fig. 2.4 shows the number of papers published from 2005 to date in the categories 

already defined i.e. clustering, frequency count and association rule mining, classification 

and systems. 
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Figure 2.4 Contribution in each class from 2005 and onward 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Contribution in each class of stream mining from year 2005 and onward 

Similarly, Fig. 2.5 reflects percentage of research carried out in each sub-area of stream 

mining during the specified area. It is quite clear that frequency count and association 

rule mining has been the most attractive area for the researchers. This is because 

association rules mining best fit in streaming environment to produce better results. 

Similarly, results produced by association rule mining are more useful for business 

community and a lot of applications of stream mining in this area are more rewarding to 

the researchers.  
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2.8 Summary 

In this chapter we have presented a summary of state-of-the-art stream mining algorithms 

and systems. These techniques are specifically based on clustering, frequency counting, 

classification and time series analysis based algorithms. Proposed techniques for stream 

mining have their roots in theoretical computer science and statistics. Furthermore, we 

have described stream mining systems and models briefly. Stream mining is in its initial 

phases of development and a lot of new developments are required in this domain. The 

existing approaches of stream mining mainly focus the mining part in the data stream 

environment and are limited to focus data collection and preprocessing phases of data 

mining mostly. Similarly, the concept of context-awareness is also important to improve 

performance of data mining and its impact. Therefore, a generic and comprehensive 

framework that can adapt according to the situation by incorporating context-awareness, 

can pick important and contributing features or parameters, detect or extract interesting 

frequent itemsets, and generate alarms or candidate decision sets in real-time, is needed 

anxiously. While designing and developing a ubiquitous data mining system, we need to 

address issues like multiple sources of data in real-time, scalability and performance, 

learning and adapting according to the scenario, communication model and its cost, and 

linkage between data mining results and decision or proposed decisions. We need to 

consider real-time data sources and their constraints, and design a technique to collect 

data with maximum efficiency. Similarly, data mining operations should be robust and 

able to manage increasing number of transactions without compromising on the accuracy 

and efficiency of output in real-time. Furthermore, cost of bandwidth utilization, storage, 

communication mode and models, and their relationship with the data mining and 

decision support processes should be part of the framework. These desires of generic, 

robust, scalable, and efficient framework to mine data streams can be achieved by 

incorporating techniques of ubiquitous computing. Integrating data gathering, data 

mining, context-awareness and decision support candidate results help in the 

development of context-aware ubiquitous data mining framework.  

We have highlighted few research challenges and open issues of stream mining in this 

chapter. It is expected that in future data mining and communication technology 
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community will focus on these issues. Future developments in this direction would 

improve the stream mining process, resulting in reliable and dependable systems. With 

the improved and efficient stream mining algorithms and techniques we would be able to 

improve real-time decision making process in economics, business, astronomical, 

physical, and social science disciplines. 
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Chapter 3: Context-aware Ubiquitous Data 

Mining Framework 

There are number of sources that are generating data at rapid rate from distributed 

locations ubiquitously. Systems or applications dealing with data from those sources need 

to face challenges in terms of processing and analysing it in a cost effective way. The 

challenges faced in ubiquitous data mining scenarios include heterogeneity of data, 

uncertain and erroneous data, network bandwidth limitations, memory space constraint, 

computational resources limitations, etc. Furthermore, to improve results of mining 

process, contextual information fused with the data being recorded gives deep insight of 

data and its features. Context-aware ubiquitous data mining perform analysis and 

prediction in the changing context to overcome issues of misconceptions in results 

produced by mining engine. A comprehensive framework dealing with streaming data is 

designed and developed, performing data mining tasks, building a knowledge base for 

future use and incorporating context/situation information.  

3.1 Context-awareness  

Context-awareness is the phenomenon that tells us about the where’s, what’s, when’s and 

whose of entities and tries to find out the reasons of occurring any event. There are four 

different types of contexts namely resources, users, environmental and time contexts. 

Resources context deals with the computational powers, communication bandwidth, 

memory, auxiliary resources, etc. Applications capable to adapt according to the 

available resources perform better normally by using those resources in an optimal ways 

in that specific situation. User context is concerned with the personals and covers details 

about the users like their activities, movements, spatial-temporal location, surrounding 

information, user profile, etc. Environmental context covers weather conditions, 

buildings and road conditions, traffic situation, etc. and finally the time context referred 

as time of day, hour, and season, any special event like religious or cultural event days, 

weekend or holidays. These contextual information when fused with the actual data, play 

vital role to improve outcomes of the system. In ubiquitous computing, role of context 
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awareness is more significant because in case of mobile devices context is continuously 

changing.  

Network and ubiquitous computing devices are mostly available around us and are being 

used to keep us in touch and informed. Contextual information about the environment 

can enrich data input resulting better assessments and results in current state. Keeping an 

eye on the personal behaviour, information about the environment, object’s location and 

movement pattern facilitate to detect an event in advance before that may occur. 

Similarly, time, day of week or any special event information combined with weather 

conditions, season information and other primary data parameters in case of ubiquitous 

computing devices reveal better insight of the situation. 

There are number of systems and applications that use contextual information along with 

other primary data to find out changes in the environment and react accordingly. Context-

aware applications can produce huge information about the context when combined with 

data mining techniques and can exploit the full potential of data mining. Explanation and 

details of data mining in context-aware framework are discussed in section 3.3. 

Information about the context-awareness can improve the overall performance of the 

system and storing that contextual data into a knowledge base upsurges process of 

prediction and decision making.  

3.2 Knowledge base System 

Knowledge base system also terms as expert system incorporates human intelligence to 

automate process of decision making and reasoning. Knowledge base systems used to 

store patterns, rules, decisions about the prior cases, case study scenario and expert 

knowledge to automate decision making process. Knowledge base systems improve 

gradually. Initially, simple problems are addressed and gradually bit more complex 

problems are resolved which ends up with a designed and complex system. Designing 

and developing knowledge base system for static data is comparatively less complex and 

easier than the streaming data environment. In the streaming data scenarios, there are 

multiple limitations in terms of computational and communicational resources, storage 

capacity and finding rules or decisions in a continuously changing environment. Dealing 
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with streaming data, processing that data and extracting useful rules or patterns from that 

data is a challenge. Furthermore, to build a knowledge base that is adaptive and dynamic 

from streaming data is another challenge.  

The emergence of ubiquitous computing devices leads us to situation where we need to 

develop flexible and lively knowledge base systems that can exploit full potential of 

ubiquitous data sources. Knowledge base should be built for each specific scenario and 

can store patterns and rules about that specific scenario. As data is dynamic and 

continuously changing in cases of ubiquitous data sources, therefore update in knowledge 

base is performed dynamically at runtime. To perform runtime data analysis and 

intelligent computations for building knowledge base and improving decision making 

process, extracting frequent itemsets and patterns tasks need to be performed by utilizing 

the state-of-the-art techniques of data mining. 

3.3 Data Mining 

Many organizations around the globe have large databases that are rising at an 

exponential rate. Extracting useful information from this huge data opened a new 

dimension in the field of data mining. In the streaming data cases, overwhelming amount 

of data need to be processed in real-time, computational resources and memory 

constraints are hindering the process of data mining and knowledge discovery. It is not 

possible to store continuous streams of data and at the same time in many cases it also 

not feasible to process each and every transaction, therefore a new challenge of under-

fitting emerged. The output produced by the data mining model might not be the actual 

picture of the analysis if not performed on entire data stream. In streaming data 

environment more than enough data is available but computational and storage barriers 

stops us to fully utilize the potential of that data. We are able to use only few samples of 

that data and most of the examples go away without any usage or processing. To fill gap 

between data rate and data mining operations, there is a need to develop and design 

techniques and algorithms that are fast and efficient and can handle applications dealing 

with high speed data streams. 
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Traditional data mining algorithms use iterative processes to extract useful information 

normally. To speed up the process of knowledge extraction from streaming data, fast 

algorithms were designed that have minimum number of iterations or data scans 

[13,21,26-28,69-71]. Most of these algorithms are compromising on accuracy and 

producing approximate results because of gap between data arrival rate and computation 

needed for data mining. Therefore, large amount of data remain unanalysed and this 

isolation of data is increasing with the passage of time. There is a gap in this dimension 

of data mining and knowledge discovery and research community from artificial 

intelligence and machine learning is focusing it to reduce gap between data arrival and 

mining operations by designing and developing efficient data mining techniques and 

algorithms. Ideally, a data mining system that can operate continuously at the rate of data 

arrival without missing important statistics and discovering hidden information in a real-

time is needed.  

Data mining systems that can operate uninterruptedly and indeterminately are needed for 

open-ended streams of data. Many efforts have been made to address this challenge but 

still there is chance to improve these systems to minimize potential loss for vital 

information in the streaming data. In this research, we have designed and developed an 

efficient technique to extract frequent itemsets from the streaming data. We have 

developed a variant of FP-growth algorithm called frequent pattern stream tree (FPS-

tree), to reduce gap between rate of data arrival and finding frequent itemsets. To tackle 

streaming data, we have incorporated sliding window approach by sub-dividing window 

of transactions into number of panes. Each pane consists of k number of transactions and 

each pane is processed turn by turn. To improve restructuring of FPS-tree after the arrival 

of new pane of transactions, bit-vector representation is used. Similarly, in many cases 

we are only interested in frequent itemsets of some known size; therefore we have 

employed minimum and maximum length variables to restrict the itemsets size and to 

speedup mining process for our desired outcome. These variables of minimum and 

maximum length also overcome the problem of defining minimum support threshold 

value in finding frequent itemsets or association rule mining. Furthermore, to improve 

data mining tasks and increase efficiency, we have also used closed itemsets approach in 
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finding frequent itemsets. Our proposed mining technique does not need to store streams 

data except the window of transaction that is being mined.  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Ubiquitous data mining framework 
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streams. Figure 3.1 defines various modules of the framework including data collection 

and pre-processing, context analyser, data mining engine, knowledge base repository, and 

event detection and warning system. This figure outlines the concept of ubiquitous data 

mining framework at abstract level with the capabilities of each module. The detail of 

each component described in the sub-sections. 

 3.4.1 Data collection 

This is the core modules of the system where data is being gathered from different 

and ubiquitous sources. Historical data from various sources like 

telecommunication call records, CCTV and IP cameras, GPS coordinates of users 

and some uneven event data is collected as shown in the figure 3.2. Furthermore, 

data from CPE devices, from an Internet service provider is also collected and 

processed to build our repository. All this data serve as a starting point for 

learning patterns and reliability of these patterns also depends upon the quantity 

and quality of data. Similarly, contextual attributes like user context, time context, 

etc. are integrated with the gathered data using various sources. 

 

Figure 3.2 Ubiquitous data gathering module 
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overcome resource constraints in case of ubiquitous devices, sampling techniques 

are incorporated. Similarly, reducing amount of data being transmitted for 

analysis purpose we have incorporated Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and 

shortlisted attributes by identifying major contributors. Applying sampling and 

PCA at data collection point really reduce data rate and size respectively. These 

setting can be achieved in different application areas depending upon the 

contextual information, data rate, resources available and number of parameters 

being recorded.  

3.4.2 Context analyser 

This module enriches the collected data by adding evidences regarding physical 

or environmental details, user or subscriber information and time details as shown 

in the figure 3.2. These contextual details help to determine the causes of an event 

and are also important in generating early alerts to design an avoidance strategy. 

The context analyser incorporates contextual information like weather conditions, 

infrastructure current status and resource context in that vicinity to determine 

problems and issues with minimum involvement of human. This module 

automatically detects context using various sources of data with minimum human 

intervention to improve data mining process. Context analyser can be used for 

various types of applications by defining the parameters to be considered in those 

applications. 

3.4.3 Data mining engine 

Data mining module of system performs knowledge discovery operations on both, 

already collected data and continuous incoming data streams. Figure 3.3 shows 

the detail of data mining tasks performed to extract knowledge from the streaming 

data. Data receiving from ubiquitous devices is processed and mined in real-time 

using locally developed techniques as discussed in data mining part of this 

chapter. The proposed algorithm performs data mining tasks in an efficient way to 

decrease gap between data streams rate and data mining operations time.   
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Figure 3.3 Stream mining and knowledge base module 
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3.4.5 Event detection and warning system 

This module of the framework belongs with the detection of certain events from 

the incoming data in a real-time. Using the status update from ubiquitous data 

sources, contextual feeds and patterns already present in the knowledge base, this 

component of the framework tries to find out likelihood of any event before it 

occur. Similarly for hidden pattern detection, data from various sources like 

CCTV or IP cameras, real-time data from mobile operators, context data and 

personal profiles and information from knowledge base are used to detect some 

irregular/uneven event in a timely fashion. If an uncertain event is detected, an 

alert message is generated at both local and centralized command and control 

centre. Once an alert is generated, necessary candidate set of actions is provided 

to mitigate the situation to avoid devastating threats and effects.  

Each part of context-aware ubiquitous data mining framework is dependent on the other 

components, therefore the execution of this system is mostly serial but each module is 

performing its operations continuously without iterations and rescanning. All components 

of the system are in operation for indefinite period of time. As a starting point, data about 

the different statuses of devices under monitoring and uneven events is collected and 

analysed. Learning results from the collected data are used to incrementally build 

knowledge base. Secondly, data mining engine also performs knowledge extraction 

processes on the continuously receiving data. At the same time, event detection 

component is called to extract any uncertain event from the incoming data by 

incorporating the awareness from the knowledge base. Finally, warning and alerting part 

starts its action if any uncertain condition is detected from the data being received in the 

form of continuous streams. Hence, the proposed framework covers all aspects from data 

collection to final decision making in ubiquitous data streaming environment and also 

incorporates contextual information to improve process of data mining and knowledge 

discovery. 
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3.1 Novelty of Framework 

Formally, ubiquitous data mining systems used to monitor and perform data mining 

operations to extract hidden patterns from the streams of data. In many cases, there are no 

learning parts to store extracted knowledge for different scenarios and to speedup 

knowledge discovery processes. The pre-programmed module can react to certain 

situation quickly using the information in the knowledge base. Similarly, incorporating 

contextual information to exactly identifying the state of affair of an entity really 

improves accuracy of data mining process. Our proposed Context-aware ubiquitous data 

mining system integrates both contextual information and knowledge base repository for 

multiple situations, therefore providing advantages of flexibility and performance. 

Primarily, flexibility of this framework enables us to adjust according to the varying 

situations and scenarios in different applications of ubiquitous data streaming 

environments. We have also performed implementation of this system in two different 

fields from real life to validate generic applicability of the framework. Secondly, 

improvement in uneven event detection by using the evidences learnt and stored in the 

knowledge base contributes in speeding up knowledge extraction phase.  

Context-awareness enables the system to adjust according to the changing features of 

environment, time and user context. The system can learn incrementally from the 

changing context and primary data in the continuously varying environment. Storing the 

learnt changes in the knowledge base are resulting a persistent increase in the knowledge 

base. Integration of data collection methodologies, data mining techniques developed 

locally, learning and building knowledge base and detecting unusual events from the 

incoming streams of data are the key points of this framework. 
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Chapter 4: FPS-tree algorithm to find the top-k 

closed itemsets in the data streams 

An unbounded sequence of transactions arriving at high speed is called a data stream. 

For example, data streams are generated during network monitoring and analysis, 

network intrusion detection, web click streams, financial applications, 

telecommunication call records, retail store transactions, and many other processes. 

The data mining community is focused on processing such dynamic and continuously 

changing data. Frequent itemset mining has become a popular research area in the 

data mining community and has been applied in various areas over the last few years. 

There are two main technical hitches when searching for frequent itemsets. The first 

is to provide an appropriate minimum support value and the second is the generation 

of a large number of association rules. In many cases, users are only interested in 

finding only top-k frequent itemsets with some defined threshold value. In this 

chapter, we present an algorithm to mine top-k frequent closed itemsets from 

streaming data using a sliding window approach. A fast algorithm is proposed to find 

frequent closed itemsets with user-defined minimum and maximum lengths to reduce 

the number of frequent itemsets. Moreover, we have also incorporated a bitmap-

based data structure to improve the performance by eliminating multiple scans. 

Different datasets have been used for experimentation and to benchmark the proposed 

technique and algorithm.  

4.1 Introduction 

The problem of finding frequent itemsets from a given dataset on the basis of a 

predefined threshold frequency was first addressed by Agrawal et al. [15]. The proposed 

apriori algorithm works well in normal situations or with historical market basket data, 

but in a case where there are large numbers of items, the size of possible frequent 

itemsets becomes unwieldy. Similarly, in cases where the support value is small, a priori 

algorithms (or algorithms based on them) will face two major problems. Firstly, it is 

difficult to process a large number of candidate itemsets in order to find or mine frequent 
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itemsets. Secondly, there is no simple or fast methodology that can be used to find 

frequent itemsets of some specific size or length. To overcome the problem of huge 

candidate itemsets and multiple scans of the database, the frequent pattern(FP) tree data 

structure and FP-growth algorithm were proposed by Han et al. [72]. The FP-growth 

algorithm is used to extract/retrieve all transactions from the database and store them into 

a compressed data structure called the FP-tree that is then used for finding the frequent 

itemsets. El-Hajj and Zaiane [73] performed analysis and testing of the FP-growth 

algorithm and showed that it features unnecessary scans of the FP-tree that affect the 

performance of the mining process. To overcome this problem, they proposed an efficient 

data structure, called Co-Occurrence Frequent Item tree COFI-tree, which is based on the 

FP-tree, and reduces the sufficient number of recursive calls/scans. Manku et al. [14] 

developed algorithms to mine streaming data for the very first time. The Lossy Counting 

and Sticky Sampling algorithms were proposed for the mining of frequent items with 

some error margin, and then the Lossy Counting algorithm was extended to mining 

frequent itemsets. During the last decade, a number of algorithms were proposed to find 

frequent itemsets in continuous data streams using the landmark window [8,74-76] and 

the sliding window models [16,20,22,77-79]. There are three different time-window 

models [23] used for mining frequent itemsets, namely: 

 The landmark window model considers data from some specific landmark (time) 

relative to the current time and performs mining tasks only on this block of data 

 The tilted-time window model also known as the damped model, is a variation of 

the landmark model and considers data from the start of the stream to the current 

time, but assigns some weights on the basis of the data’s arrival time. The most 

recent or current data is assigned a larger weight value and the values of the 

weights decrease for increasingly older data. 

 The sliding window model considers the most recent fixed-sized block of data. 

The size of the window in the sliding window model can be determined on the 

basis of a fixed number of transactions (transaction-sensitive) or from some time 

marker to the current time (time-sensitive). The sliding window model utilizes 

available data in the current window for mining purposes. When a window 
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expires, a new window of transactions takes the place of the expired window to 

provide the most recent data for mining. 

In cases where we are not interested in finding all frequent itemsets, it becomes difficult 

to find only required frequent itemsets. It also requires extra effort to find the minimum 

threshold value, which necessitates a high level of expertise and multiple runs of the 

algorithm on the same data in order to tune this threshold. To overcome these issues, the 

concept of the top-k frequent itemsets emerged. In this method, we find only k itemsets 

that have the maximum support value, thus avoiding having to define the minimum 

support value. Fu et al. [78] were the first to develop an algorithm to mine the top-k 

frequent itemsets without defining the support threshold value. Cheung and Fu [10] 

developed an algorithm called Build-Once and Mine-Once (BOMO), based on the FP-

tree structure, which  mines the k most interesting itemsets. This algorithm dynamically 

updates the threshold value to find the k most interesting itemsets. All of these algorithms 

require multiple scans of the database to find the top-k most frequent itemsets. 

Meanwhile in the streaming environment, it is not optimal to scan the database 

repeatedly. In order to mine streaming data, we need to develop single-pass algorithms to 

find frequent itemsets. 

 

Some efforts have been made to find special types of frequent itemsets in the data 

streams. Chi et al. [79] proposed the Moment algorithm to find closed frequent itemsets. 

Similarly, Cheng et al. [80] developed the IncMine algorithm to find approximate 

frequent closed itemsets in a sliding window fashion. Li and Chen [81] proposed an 

algorithm called estMax to find non-derivable frequent itemsets in the data streams. 

Mining frequent patterns based on the notion of concept drift from streaming data is 

proposed by Koh et al. [82]. This algorithm continues checking transaction streams to 

detect any concept shift and once any concept shift is found, it will start the process of 

mining frequent itemsets. Wang et al. [27] proposed the Top-k Frequent Pattern (TFP) 

algorithm that finds the top-k frequent closed itemsets not smaller than the user-defined 

size, min-l based on the FP-tree structure. Firstly, this algorithm is for static databases 

and is not suitable for the streaming environment where data is continuously changing. 

Secondly, in applications where the transaction size is large, this algorithm will find 
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frequent itemsets of the maximum available size. For example, if itemsets of size 100 are 

available and the min-l value is 4, then the algorithm will find all frequent itemsets of 

size greater than or equal to 4. This greatly limits the algorithm’s performance in 

streaming databases. Furthermore, there are cases in which we are not interested in 

finding all frequent itemsets above some minimum size. Therefore, in this chapter, a new 

approach to finding the top-k closed frequent itemsets over a sliding window is proposed. 

This algorithm finds the top-k closed frequent itemsets between some minimum and 

maximum length, without defining the minimum support threshold. Our algorithm is 

based on the prefix tree structure and a dynamic approach is defined to increase the 

support value in order to find the top-k frequent itemsets. 

The rest of chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 covers problem of top-k frequent 

itemset mining in data streams, preliminaries and problem statement. Section 3 explains 

the proposed algorithm and methodology with a scenario example to visualize the 

performance and execution of algorithm. Section 4 describes experimentation and results. 

Finally the section 5 concludes the results. 

4.2 Preliminaries 

Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , in} be a set of items in some time interval. Suppose that X is a non-

empty itemset of literals/items from I. l is the length of itemset X reflecting its size in 

terms of items ij ℇ I.  

A transaction is represented by a tuple <tid, X>, where tid is the identifier of the 

transaction and X is the itemset. A transaction is represented as T = {tid, (i1, i2, . . . , ij)}.  

TDB is a database of transactions. An itemset X is a part of a transaction T = {tid, (i1, i2, . . 

, ij)} iff X ⊆(i1, i2, . . , ij). A continuous and unbounded sequence of these transactions is 

called the transaction database as given below: 

TDB = {T1, T2 , …… , Tk} 

Where T1 is the oldest and Tk is the most recent transaction in the transaction database. 

Definition 1 

The data stream is a collection of transactions arriving continuously TDB = {T1, T2 , …… , 

Tk} and SWDB = {W1, W2 , …… , Wk} is a set of windows. W1 is the first window while Wk 
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is the most recent window. Each transaction-sensitive sliding window SW={ P1 , P2 } is 

a window that consists of two panes, P1 and P2 and each pane is represented as shown 

below: 

{
     {               }

     {               }
}               

This window will slide after the arrival of each new pane, P that consists of the next three 

(3) transactions. To create room for the newly arriving pane, P, the first pane, P1 will be 

removed and P2 will be shifted into the position of P1 so that the new pane can be 

inserted into the P2 position. Although the sliding of the window occurs after each pane, 

the actual size of the window is the sum of both panes, i.e. the sum of P1 and P2.  

  ∑  

 

   

 

Sup(X) represents the support of an itemset, X in the current window. Sup(X) is the count 

of transactions containing X in the current window, W.   

Definition 2 

If Sup(X) is greater than or equal to some predefined threshold value, then itemset X is 

called a frequent itemset (FI). 

4.2.1 Problem Definition 

Mining the top-k frequent itemsets is a relatively new idea and has not been 

extensively used for data stream mining because of its complexity and 

requirements for application in a real environment. Hua-Fu Li et al. [21] and 

Wong et al. [83] used the top-k frequent itemsets mining process in data. To 

minimize the number of frequent itemsets, the minimum length technique was 

proposed by Wang et al. [27] and the technique of implementing the maximum 

length of the itemset was developed by Tsai et al. [69]. While finding frequent 

itemsets whose length is above some min-length, some interesting information 

might be lost. Similarly, in cases where the max-length for frequent itemsets is 

defined and set to some large value, a large number of frequent itemsets will be 

generated. To overcome this problem of a large number of generated frequent 
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itemsets, the lower and upper marker technique is used to manage the number of 

frequent itemsets generated for those applications where only itemsets between 

some minimum and maximum length are required. Our focus in this research is to 

develop an algorithm to mine the top-k frequent itemsets from streaming data and 

to develop a strategy to perform correct insertion and deletion of transactional 

data in an efficient way. There is no specific research that solves the addressed 

issues for data streams without requiring a definition for the minimum support 

threshold. 

To summarize, the objectives of the proposed research are as follows: 

 A single-pass algorithm to find frequent itemsets in data streams will be 

developed, exploiting the potential of the sliding window approach. 

 Transactions shorter than min-l will not be included for frequent itemset 

mining. 

 To restrict or minimize the number of candidate frequent itemsets generated, 

we also use the max-l concept. 

 A strategy to raise min-supp dynamically to find the top-k frequent itemsets 

in streaming data will be developed. 

 An FP-tree-based structure will be employed to maintain data for efficient 

mining. 

 A search-based approach will be used to find and manage close itemsets in 

an efficient manner. 

 A data insertion and deletion strategy in the proposed tree structure will be 

developed using the sliding window approach 

4.2.2 Problem Statement 

We have a transactional database, TDB, and a sliding window database, SWDB, 

where each window consists of two panes i.e. SW={P1 , P2} and k is some 

integer representing the number of frequent itemsets to be mined. The required 

task of this algorithm is to find the top-k closed frequent itemsets of size greater 

than min-l and less than max-l from the TDB over the sliding window, SW in an 

efficient manner.  
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Table 1 shows the transaction ID, transaction items, and sorted transactions on the 

basis of the support count for the window, W1. Let us consider that we are 

supposed to find the top-3 frequent closed itemsets between min-l = 2 and max-l = 

4. To sort each transaction, the frequency of each item is counted in the entire 

transaction database, TDB and then the order of the items in each transaction is 

rearranged in descending order of frequency as shown in the third column of table 

1. Closed frequent itemsets between min-l = 2 and max-l = 4 in first window, W1 

of this transaction database, TDB are: bd = 5, bda = 3, bdac = 2 

Table 4.1: Transaction database TDB 

TID Items Sorted-Items 

1 a, b, d, e, f, g, j b, d, a, f, j, e, g 

b, d, a, c, f, h, i 

b, d, f, i, j, e, g 

a, c, h, i, e 

b, d, a, c, h, j 

b, d, c, f, h, i, j, g 

2 a, b, c, d, f, h, i 

3 b, d, e, f, g, i, j 

4 a, c, e, h, i 

5 a, b, c, d, h, j 

6 b, c, d, f, g, h, I, j 

7 a, b, c, d, e, f, g 

8 b, d, e, g, i, j 

9 b, c, d, f, i, j 

 

As stated in section 2, different efforts have been made to find frequent itemsets 

in both static and streaming data, and it is quite clear that FP-growth-based 

algorithms are more efficient. The problem, however, is finding a way to fit that 

algorithm to find the top-k frequent closed itemsets in the streaming environment. 

Our ideas to fine tune the FP-growth-based algorithm are as follows: 

1. Capture the support of each closed itemset during the construction phase of 

the tree, dynamically raise the support values to prune the tree, and then find 

the top-k closed frequent itemsets. 

2. Develop an efficient data structure to parse streaming data so that the insertion 

of newly arriving data and the deletion of the oldest transactions in the current 

window of transactions can be performed efficiently.  

W1 
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3. Design an efficient and effective methodology to improve the pruning of the 

search space and to increase the algorithm’s performance in finding closed 

itemsets. 

4.3 FPS-tree Algorithm 

In this section, we introduce a complete method to develop an efficient algorithm to find 

the top-k closed frequent itemsets in the streaming data using the sliding window 

approach. The methodology consists of three major phases: the scanning of initial 

transaction database, the initialization of panes in the window, and the sorting of 

transactions in terms of descending order of frequency of the items therein. Once the 

transactions are sorted in the descending order of frequency, an efficient structure is 

developed based on the FP-tree to store necessary information about the transactions, 

called the Frequent Pattern Stream Tree (FPS-tree), which uses the sliding window 

approach. Finally, the top-k closed frequent itemsets mining phase starts the process of 

dynamically adjusting the support to find the top-k frequent itemsets between some min-l 

and max-l. 

Once the initial batch of transactions is received, a bit-vector is generated for each item in 

the transaction to process these transactions in an efficient manner, both at the current 

and following phases of the algorithm. Once the initialization of the window is complete, 

the next phase of the FPS-tree data structure generation is started. Finally, the sliding 

window phase is executed to delete the oldest pane of transactions from the generated 

tree upon the arrival of a new batch of transactions, which is then inserted. 

4.3.1 Bit-vector representation and sorting of transactions 

Li et al. [84] used the bit-vector technique to represent items in transactional data 

streams and store all necessary information in the sliding window. This 

representation helps to reduce memory utilization and improves the efficiency of 

processing items in the sliding window environment. The process of bit-vector 

representation is described in the following example. 

In each pane of a window, the presence of some specific item, x is represented by 

1, while an absence is represented by 0.  For example, in the transaction database 
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shown in table 1, bit-vectors for items a and b in both panes i.e. P1 and P2 (in the 

entire window W1) are BV(a) = 110,110 and BV(b) = 111,011, respectively. It is 

clear from the transaction database that item ‘a’ is present in T1, T2, T4, and T5, 

while it is absent in the transactions T3 and T6. Similarly, item b is present in 

transactions T1, T2, T3, T5, and T6 and is absent in only one transaction, T4. The 

bit-vector representation of the transactions is shown in table 2. 

Once we have converted the transactions into the bit-vector representation, it 

becomes fairly easy to sort the transactions in descending order of frequency of 

the items. Before inserting the transactions into the FP-tree based structure, 

sorting the transactions in descending order of frequency greatly improves the 

process of finding the top-k frequent itemsets.   

The FP-growth algorithms need to scan the database twice to build a compact tree 

in descending order of frequency, as discussed by Han et al. [72]. During the first 

scan, it counts the frequency of each item in the database and produces a list of 

items in descending order of frequency. In the second scan of the database, it 

generates an FP-tree that contains frequent itemsets in a compact way so that 

frequent itemsets can be generated in an efficient manner. 

In a streaming data environment, it is difficult to process transactions in an 

efficient way so that resources can be made available for the continuously 

arriving transactions. Therefore, it is necessary to design algorithms that require 

only one scan of the transactions to extract the frequent itemsets. In this approach, 

we transform incoming transactions into a bit-vector to count the frequency of 

each item and then generate transactions in order of descended frequency as 

shown in the column, sorted-window of table 2. On the basis of the sorted-

window column, transactions are inserted into the FP-tree structure for the first 

window of transactions. Each window is further decomposed into 2 panes i.e. P1 

and P2, and when a new batch (pane) of transactions is received, the window 

slides to update its current database. There is information for each transaction of 

each pane in the FP-tree; therefore it is easier to update item information when a 

window expires and slides forward i.e. the older pane will simply be removed 
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from the FP-tree to create space for the incoming pane and information on each 

item in the pane of the FP-tree is continuously updated. 

Table 4.2: Bit-vector representation and sorted order of transactions 

Item Bit-

vectors 

Support Sorted-

item 

Sorted-window 

a 110,110 4 B b, d, a, f, j, e, g 

b, d, a, c, f, h, i 

b, d, f, i, j, e, g 

a, c, h, i, e 

b, d, a, c, h, j 

b, d, c, f, h, i, j, g 

 

 

b 111,011 5 D 

c 010,111 4 A 

d 111,011 5 C 

e 101,100 3 F 

f 111,001 4 H 

g 101,001 3 I 

h 010,111 4 J 

i 011,101 4 E 

j 101,011 4 G 

  

 4.3.2 FPS-tree Construction 

The construction of the FPS-tree to find the top-k closed frequent itemsets of 

lengths between min-l and max-l consists of two phases. In first phase, the 

algorithm inserts sorted transactions into the tree structure. The second phase 

starts after the expiry of the first window. When the window expires, the items of 

the oldest pane are removed from the FPS-tree and if the remaining branches are 

in descending order of frequency according to the new, sorted window, then it 

will keep those branches (unchanged). Otherwise, those branches are adjusted 

according to the new sort order of transactions.  

The construction of the FPS-tree can better be explained with the help of data 

shown in table 2. Let us consider that each window, W consists of 2 panes i.e. P1 

and P2 and each pane contains 3 transactions; therefore, there are 6 transactions in 

each window, W. On the basis of the support column, items in the transactions are 

sorted as shown in the sorted-item column of table 2, and then the sorted 

transactions are generated. Each sorted transaction is inserted into the FPS-tree as 

a branch. If any of the already existing branches contain a prefix of the new 

transaction, then the relevant bit is set to 1 for all shared items in the prefix path 
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and the remaining suffix of the new transaction is inserted by initiating a sub-

branch. Relevant bits in all other branches are set to 0 as shown in figure 1. 

Initially, the construction of the FPS-tree starts when the entire window, W1 is 

received i.e. both P1 and P2. After pre-processing the received transactions, the 

transactions in the sorted window column are inserted into the FPS-tree. Figure 2 

shows the structure of the FPS-tree after the insertion of both panes, P1 and P2 i.e. 

window W1. Each node in the tree contains information regarding in which 

transaction it is present and from which transaction it is missing or absent. For 

example, a:110,010 reveals that a is found in transactions T1, T2, and T5 and not 

found in transactions T3, T4, and T6, with the prefix of bd as shown in figure 2. 

The first three bits represent pane P1 and last three bits represent pane P2.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 FPS-tree after insertion of pane P1 

Algorithm:1  Construction Process of FPS-tree 

Input:Streaming_data, Size_window SW, Size_pane P, Sorted_windowW 

Output: Sorted_tree FPS-tree for current set of transaction 

 Begin 

1. T is a tree with null initialization; 

2. W ← Ø is the window status at start; 
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3. Sort_order ← Frequency_descending; 

// Processing first window 

4. While (w ≠ SW) do 

5.  Call insert_transactions (Tp); 

6.  W = W + 1; 

7. End While;  

// Processing transactions at each window slide 

8. Repeat 

9.  Remove the pane P1 from the tree T;  // Removal of oldest pane to 

create space  

10.  Call insert_transactions (Tp);     // Insert process 

11. End; 

End 

// Pane insertion method 

Insert_transactions (Trans) 

Begin   

1. P ← Ø 

2. While (p  ≠ pane_size) do 

3. Retrieve  the transactions from the current window turn by turn; 

4.      Insert the retrieved transactions into tree T; 

5.      P = P + 1; 

6. End While 

End 
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Figure 4.2 FPS-tree after insertion of both panes P1 and P2 (Complete window W1) 

4.3.3 Deletion of items and restructuring of FPS-tree  

Once the window, W expires, the first pane, P1 that contains the transactions, T1, 

T2, and T3 will be removed from the FPS-tree to create space for the newly 

arriving pane of transactions, T7, T8, and T9. To start the deletion phase, the left-

most leaf-node is processed first (g in our case, as shown in figure 2). The bit-

vector values of the leaf-nodes for pane P1 are checked and set to 0 if they are 

already set to 1 and then the same bits in the entire prefix path are also set to 0. 

The nodes in pane P1, wherein all of the bits are set to 0, are removed. At the 

same time, pane P2 is shifted to the position of pane P1 to create space for the next 

incoming pane. In the cases where, after the removal of pane P1, all the bits for 

pane P2 are already set to 0, then all of those nodes are also removed from the 

FPS-tree. For example, in the path, b, d, a, f, j, e, g, all of the bits of pane P2 in the 

nodes g, e, j, and f are already 0; therefore after the removal of pane P1, these 
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nodes are removed from the FPS-tree as shown by the dotted circle in figure 3. 

Similarly, nodes i, h, and f are also removed because all bits are set to 0, as shown 

by the dotted circle in figure 3. After the removal of pane P1, the new FPS-tree 

structure is shown in figure 4.4, can accept and store the new incoming pane. 

 

Figure 4.3 Branches marked for removal after expiry of window W1 

Table 3 shows the bit-vectors for each item after the removal of pane P1 and 

similarly the bit-vectors after receiving the new pane, P2. The support count for 

each item is updated after pane P2 is processed and the new sort order of items is 

generated as depicted in table 3. According to the new sort order of items, the 

sorted window of transactions is generated in descending order of frequency. 

Once all of these values have been generated, all branches in the FPS-tree are 

checked to verify whether they are in descending order of frequency on the basis 

of the new sort order of the items. In case a branch is already sorted according to 

the new sorted list, it remains unchanged; otherwise, the reordering of that branch 

is initiated to update the FPS-tree. For example, the branch, b, d, a, c, h, j is not 

sorted according to the new sort order of items, therefore it is removed from the 
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FPS-tree and reinserted as per the new descending order of frequency i.e. b, c, d, 

j, a, h, as shown in figure 4.5. The updated FPS-tree according to the new sort 

order is shown in figure 4.5. 

Table 4.3: Bit-vector representation and new sorted order of transactions after 

window slide 

Item Bit-vectors 

after removal 

Bit-vectors 

after 

insertion 

Support Sorted 

item 

Sorted-window 

a 110 110,100 3 b c, i, a, e, h 

b, c, d, j, a, h 

b, c, d, i, j, f, g, 

h 

b, c, d, a, e, f, g 

b, d, i, j, e, g 

b, c, d, i, j, f 

 

b 011 011,111 5 c 

c 111 111,101 5 d 

d 011 011,111 5 i 

e 100 100,110 3 j 

f 001 001,101 3 a 

g 001 001,110 3 e 

h 111 111,000 3 f 

i 101 101,011 4 g 

j 011 011,011 4 h 

 

 

Figure 4.4 FPS-tree after removal of pane P1 
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Algorithm 2: Sorting tree in frequency descending order after deletion of 

expired pane P1 

Input:T and Sorted_windowW 

Output: Sorted_tree FPS-tree for new set of transactions after slide 

 Begin 

1. For each branch B in tree T 

2.  For each new path Pi in Bj 

3.   If Pi is according to the new sort order (Sorted_window W)

 //Check for new sort order 

4.    Leave branch unchanged in the tree; 

//Remove path Piand reinsert according to the new sort order of 

Sorted_window;   

5.   ElseInsert_transactions(Trans); 

6.   End If 

7.  End For 

8.   End For 

End 

 

After the completion of the restructuring phase of the FPS-tree, the insertion 

phase begins for the newly arrived pane, P2. During the insertion process, the 

existing FPS-tree is checked for the existence of the prefix path for each 

transaction and if there is any such path, then it is shared and relevant bits are set 

to 1 to increase the frequency count of those nodes.  The remaining suffix path is 

added as a sub-branch and relevant bits are set to 1, as well. For example, while 

processing the first transaction, (b, c, d, a, e, f, g) of pane P2, the prefix path, b, c, 

d is already in the FPS-tree. Therefore it is shared and relevant bits of b, c, and d 

are set to 1. The remaining suffix comprising a, e, f, and g is added as a sub-

branch and relevant bits are also set to 1 as shown in figure 5. The complete tree 
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structure after the sliding of the window and the insertion of pane P2 is shown in 

figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.5 FPS-tree after removal of P1 and in new sort order 

 

Figure 4.6 Tree structure after insertion of new pane and slide of window 
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4.3.4 Finding top-k closed frequent itemsets 

To find the top-k closed frequent itemsets, it is important to explain closed 

frequent itemsets and the notion of a closed node. A node in the FPS-tree is called 

a closed node if there is no child with the same support. For example, if X is a 

parent node with a support of 4 and Y is the child of X with a support count of 3, 

then X is considered closed-node, but if the support of Y is also, 4 then X will not 

be a closed node.  

As the efficiency and performance of any algorithm is directly dependent on how 

efficient the sub-processes of that algorithm are, we developed a strategy to find 

closed nodes at early stages. Once we achieve the sorted window as shown in 

tables 2 and table 3, the phase of the insertion of transactions in the FPS-tree is 

started. The closed-node finding process is integrated with this insertion phase as 

follows. When the first transaction from the sorted window is inserted into the 

FPS-tree, the leaf node is marked as closed-node. An entry of frequency count 

with itemset is created, as shown in the table 4, if the leaf node is greater in length 

than min-l and smaller than max-l. Similarly, while inserting the next transaction 

into the FPS-tree, the algorithm checks whether there is any prefix path that is 

shared. If some prefix path is already in the FPS-tree for the new transaction that 

is being inserted, then the corresponding bits of the shared prefix path are set to 1 

and the remaining suffix is added as a sub-branch of the existing one. The node at 

which the sub-branch is created is also marked as closed-node along with the leaf 

node (closed-node), and the entry in table 4 is created if this closed node is 

between min-l and max-l. To visualize the process of finding closed nodes, figure 

2 depicts all closed nodes by dotted double circles. Table 4 presents the closed 

itemsets, while table 5 presents the same closed itemsets in sorted form using the 

function, merge sort. 

We are interested in finding the top-k itemsets; therefore the itemset with the 

maximum support count is found from the closed nodes first. Once the closed 

itemset with the maximum support is calculated, we decrease the count of k by 

one and the next itemset is searched accordingly. This process continues until the 
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value of k becomes zero. This process of finding the top-k itemsets reduces the 

number of comparisons and overall efficiency is increased. 

Table 4.4: Closed node count between min-l and max-l 

S-count Closed-itemsets 

5 b, d 

3 b, d, a 

1 b, d, a, f, j 

2 b, d, a, c 

1 b, d, a, c, f 

1 b, d, a, c, f 

1 b, d, c, f, h 

1 a, c, h, I, e 

 

Table 4.5: Frequency descending closed node count in between min-l and max-l 

S-count (Sorted) Closed-itemsets 

5 b, d 

3 b, d, a 

2 b, d, a, c 

1 b, d, a, f, j 

1 b, d, a, c, f 

1 b, d, a, c, f 

1 b, d, c, f, h 

1 a, c, h, I, e 

4.5 Experimental Analysis  

In this section, we present the performance analysis of our proposed FPS-tree algorithm 

in terms of time and memory usage. We have implemented the FPS-tree and three 

recently proposed sliding window-based algorithms, TOPSIL-Miner [8], FCI-Max [69] 

and LDS [85]. The LDS and FCI-Max algorithms are selected because both of them 

divide data streams into sliding window panes as in our FPS-tree algorithm. Similarly, 

the FCI-Max and TOPSIL-Miner algorithms are algorithms that mine the top-k frequent 

itemsets in streaming data. All three algorithms selected are considered efficient both in 

terms of time and memory usage. Although the LDS is not a top-k-based algorithm, it 

uses the pane-based sliding window approach and is efficient. Therefore we have 
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selected the LDS algorithm for comparison with the FPS-tree. All experiments are 

performed on an Intel core i5 2.4 GHz processor with 4 GB main memory. 

Similar real and synthetic datasets [86-88] are used to check the memory usage of the 

FPS-tree and other algorithms. Table 6 summarizes the specification of these datasets. 

The last column of table 6 shows the density of the datasets; a dataset with a density 

above 10 is treated as dense dataset [85]. All datasets in table 6 are sparse, except for the 

connect-4 dataset. Memory usage and running time are the common tests carried out to 

check the performance of any data stream algorithm; therefore, we performed those tests 

for our algorithm as well. Here we measured the running time and memory usage for all 

active or current windows. Window size in terms of the number of transactions also 

affects both running time and memory usage, so we have checked the algorithm for its 

performance with different window sizes by changing the number of panes in the active 

windows.  

Table 4.6: Datasets 

Dataset # 

Trans 

#Items Max-

length 

Avg-length Density 

BMS-POS 515,597 1657 164 6.53 0.39 

Kosarak 990,002 41,270 2498 8.10  0.02 

Connect-4 67,557 129 43 43.00 33.33 

T40I10D100K 100,000 942 77 39.61 4.20 

 

The first experiment we performed checks the memory usage for the LDS, FCI-Max, and 

FPS-tree algorithms. We have calculated average memory usage for all three algorithms 

on the datasets given in table 5. There is a direct impact of window size on memory 

usage; therefore we performed tests wherein we changed the size of active window, 

increased the number of panes in each window, and similarly changed the size of each 

pane in terms of memory. In the BMS-POS and Kosarak datasets, the pane size is 50k, 

while in the Connect-4 and T40I10D100K datasets, the pane size is 10k. Memory usage 

of all algorithms for the current window was calculated and average results are presented 

in figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7 Memory comparison between LDS, FCI-Max and FPS-tree 

It is clear from figure 4.7 that the memory usage of the FPS-tree is less than that of FCI-

Max, but almost equal to that of the LDS. We have used the descending order of support 

counts in the prefix tree and also used a branch sorting method to improve memory 

utilization. Although our technique uses almost identical amounts of memory when 

compared with the LDS algorithm, it is more efficient than the LDS in the mining 

process. The improved memory usage in the LDS is due to the simple structure of the list 

used to manage information. Similarly, no pane information is kept by the LDS, resulting 

in improved memory usage but compromising on runtime efficiency when compared 

with the FPS-tree.  

The second experiment is on the runtime comparison of the LDS, FCI-Max, TOPSIL-

Miner, and FPS-tree algorithms. The LDS is not a top-k algorithm and uses the min-

support threshold for the mining process; therefore we have modified it to become the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

40I10D100K dataset with pane size 10k   Kosarak dataset with pane size 50k 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Connect-4 dataset with pane size 10k         BMS-POS dataset with pane size 50k 
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LDS-top algorithm so that the comparison is more feasible. The LDS-top algorithm uses 

top-k techniques to find the k most frequent itemsets, like FPS-tree does. Similarly, the 

TOPSIL-Miner algorithm does not use a pane mechanism in the sliding window and 

needs some amendments to fit in with our experimental environment. We have also 

enabled the TOPSIL-Miner algorithm to handle panes in the sliding window.  

 

 

Figure 4.8 Runtime comparisons between LDS, FCI-Max, TOPSIL-Miner and FPS-tree 

on BMS-POS dataset 

The figure 4.8 present the processing times to manage the sliding window and the mining 

times to find the top-k frequent itemsets. The horizontal axes show the number of panes 

in the current window and the vertical axes represent running time in seconds. For 

different (k) numbers of itemsets, the processing and mining times of the FPS-tree is 
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better than those of the TOPSIL-Miner, LDS-top, and FCI-Max algorithms, as shown in 

figure 4.8.  

 

Figure 4.9 Runtime comparisons between LDS, FCI-Max, TOPSIL-Miner and FPS-tree 

on Kosarak dataset 

The figures 4.8 and 4.9 shows the runtime comparison of the LDS-top, FCI-Max, 

TOPSIL-Miner, and FPS-tree algorithms on the BMS-POS and Kosarak datasets for 

different numbers of top-k frequent itemsets, respectively. It is clear from the 

experimental results that the FPS-tree outperforms the other three algorithms for both 

data sets i.e. the BMS-POS and Kosarak datasets. We have also performed the same 

experiment on the connect-4 and T40I10D100K datasets, and the results are almost 

identical, showing that the FPS-tree is better than the other algorithms used during the 

benchmarking process. Runtime efficiency for the FPS-tree is better due to the bit-vector 

representation and the dynamic reordering of the tree in the descending order of 
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frequency. The time required for restructuring the tree when new window slides are 

introduced is almost identical to that required for the construction of the tree, but is much 

less when compared with the required tree-sorting time. The bit-vector representation 

also helps to improve the task of mining frequent itemsets. Pane information is updated 

with the insertion of each new transaction, and similarly the bit-vector table is also 

updated during both the insertion and deletion phases of the FPS-tree. 

 

Figure 4.10 Runtime when min-length and max-length applied on FPS-tree using 

There are two variables, min-length and max-length in the FPS-tree, representing the 

minimum and maximum lengths of frequent itemsets to be mined. In some cases, users 

are interested in finding the top-k itemsets with lengths greater than or equal to min-

length and no more than some max-length. By applying these limits, the FPS-tree attains 

dramatic improvements in efficiency for all of the four datasets used in this study.  Figure 

4.10 shows the results for all of the four datasets for different values of the top-k. We 
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have set min-length to 15 and max-length to 27. The FPS-tree finds frequent closed 

itemsets of sizes between min-length and max-length for values of k equal 100, 500, 

1000, and 2000. It is clear from figure 9 that the difference in runtime for finding the top-

100 and top-2000 itemsets is small. This is because once the initialization of the first 

window is complete, and the top-k frequent itemsets are calculated in the specified 

minimum and maximum ranges for the first active window, there is little change in new 

closed frequent itemsets; in most cases, the previously detected closed itemsets contribute 

to finding new closed frequent itemsets. 

4.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have proposed an algorithm to find closed frequent itemsets in a 

sliding window environment from data streams. To improve processing and mining 

functions, an FP-tree-based compact tree structure, called the FPS-tree, is devised using a 

bit-vector representation of the items. The bit-vector representation facilitates both the 

insertion and deletion phases of the FPS-tree construction, and prevents the rescanning of 

data.. Sorted item lists are maintained to improve the sorted construction of the tree in 

descending order of frequency. The sorted FPS-tree is useful in the top-k phase of the 

algorithm. A dynamic approach to increasing the support in finding the top-k closed 

frequent itemsets is also presented. The location of frequent itemsets of certain specified 

lengths is effectively achieved by defining the min-length and max-length parameters in 

order to restrict the size of the itemsets that the FPS-tree will mine. This limiting factor 

vastly improves the performance of the FPS-tree in cases where users are interested in 

mining itemsets that fall between the specified length ranges. We have performed 

different experiments to verify the performance of the FPS-tree on both real-life and 

synthetic datasets, and compared its performance with that of other, recently proposed 

efficient algorithms like the LDS, FCI-Max, and TOPSIL-Miner. Results reflect that the 

FPS-tree outperformed all the three algorithms for both synthetic and real-life datasets for 

different sizes of windows and panes. Although the memory usage of the FPS-tree is 

relatively high, its performance is greater than that of the existing techniques. 
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Furthermore, the min-length and max-length parameters reduce execution times 

considerably.  
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Chapter 5: Application of Context-awareness 

Ubiquitous Data Mining for Sustainable Society 

Criminal activities cause losses both financially and in terms of human lives all around 

world. Because of these acts, business and social sectors are facing problems and in some 

cases they even have to struggle for their survivals. This chapter illustrates the 

development of an online stream mining system that is able to analyze the situational 

behaviour of the persons in specific areas and in turn generate real-time alerts to take 

countermeasures. The system uses framework proposed in chapter 3, gathers different 

information from heterogeneous sources, fuse that information, and generate real-time 

alerts to minimize the chances of disasters. These alerts and alarms assist security 

personnel in making appropriate decisions in real-time scenarios. The novelty of this 

approach comprises context-awareness with online diagnoses to take countermeasures in 

real-time to reduce the catastrophic effects, and damages to societies and economies. To 

fulfil the objectives, lightweight online mining algorithms, discussed in chapter 4, are 

incorporated, to extract useful but hidden information from the data gathered. Contextual 

information such as a person’s pattern of movement, current location, personal profile, 

and area of residence are exploited to detect anomalous behaviours. The major goal is to 

detect those persons performing malicious activities and in turn minimize society’s 

exposure to risks and vulnerabilities. 

5.1 Introduction 

A large number of human fatalities and economic losses around the world are due to 

criminal activities. These activities are alarming in the modern world and thus need due 

attention. Daily news both from electronic and print media depict that criminal activities 

cost considerable numbers of lives every day all over the world, which disturbs the 

sustainability of society and make people afraid to move around in society due to danger. 

Typically, busier place with increased human activity, such as shopping malls, stadiums, 

busy streets, and bus stands are more prone to criminal activities. Information 

Technology can help make society more secure and sustainable. Specifically, pervasive 
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computing and monitoring devices collect useful data ubiquitously for analyzing and 

decision making. 

The aim of this implementation is to present the application example of stream mining 

framework that analyzes the real-time contextual information of a particular 

environment. Contextual information analyzed in real-time includes persons’ movement, 

actions, and physical expressions using imagery data, as well as current location and the 

importance of that location. In addition, we also considered personal demographics such 

as area of residence, criminal record, and security particulars to understand individual 

behavior and in turn design necessary precautionary measures. In the event of anomalous 

behavior, alerts and alarms caution security personnel to take necessary actions in a 

timely manner. These alerts help minimize the chances of disrupting the smooth flow of 

daily life and make society more sustainable as well as more dependable.  

In traditional data mining, data is gathered at some central location, after which a suitable 

data mining method is employed to detect useful and interesting hidden patterns from 

that data. Grouping or classifying similar data into clusters and then separating it from 

dissimilar patterns can help solve crime problems that otherwise seems unsolvable by 

normal or manual techniques [89-90]. Furthermore, it is realized that context-aware 

ubiquitous data mining can play an important role in smart trafficking. Context-aware 

ubiquitous data mining is applied to detect car accidents as well as to warn drivers before 

the crash occurs. These precautionary alarms are generated on the basis of contextual 

information gathered from both on-board sensing devices and the environmental sensor 

network infrastructure [91]. To minimize car accidents, an architectural model is 

developed by incorporating road conditions and the psychological factors of drivers [55]. 

This early breakthrough utilizes contextual information to warn individuals about their 

driving (performance/activity) and provide the necessary information to help them 

perform better under their current circumstances. It is expected that context awareness 

will decrease the number of car accidents and precious life losses.  

Researchers have also experimented with monitoring patients who have been in 

emergencies and putting their information onto mobile devices on contextual basis [92]. 

The relevant patient information facilitates in the treatment process as it is displayed on 
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the handheld devices of the attending practitioner or nurses. To detect human behavior in 

real time, unsupervised feature extraction is incorporated and human activities are made 

discrete. To preserve privacy, the analysis of human activities is performed locally on 

small-scale devices, considering factors such as location visited, goods purchased, tasks 

performed and routes adopted for traveling, etc., so that any unusual behavior can be 

detected by applying link analysis techniques [93].  

Combining contextual information, personal profiles, and location-based data has not been 

attempted by researchers, to detect society’s vulnerability. Therefore, combining 

heterogeneous data streams and building ability to predict human intentions, in real-time 

enables us to make society more secure and reliable. 

5.2 Ubiquitous Data Mining 

In conventional data mining systems, data is normally gathered at some central location 

in the form of a data warehouse to perform data analysis by incorporating statistical 

techniques and machine learning algorithms. The emergence of wireless and mobile 

devices has introduced a new dimension and enabled access to a large amount of data 

located at distributed and remote locations in the form of continuous streams. Ubiquitous 

Data Mining (UDM) is the process of analysing data and information anywhere and 

everywhere. Ubiquitous computing and data mining enables users to monitor, retrieve 

and analyze data from distributed and heterogeneous devices like sensors and mobiles 

[94-97]. Continuous increases in the computational power of wireless and portable 

devices provides an opportunity to analyze and monitor data in the form of streams by 

considering spatial and temporal constraints [96,98]. The basic techniques for analysing 

data and extracting hidden patterns are usually derived from traditional data mining, 

statistics and machine learning methodologies. However, there is a need to alter those 

techniques in such a way that they should be able to adopt on the bases of available 

resources. 

It is important to note that, as compared to traditional data mining, ubiquitous data 

mining is unable to analyze data in real-time while working in resource constrained 

environments with the same accuracy and quality. It is evident that the quality and 
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accuracy of traditional data mining is better than that of ubiquitous data mining. 

Applying the sliding window in a time-series-analysis in combination with efficient data 

analysing algorithms overcomes memory and computational constraints [68,99]. 

Handheld and portable devices need ubiquitous data mining software to receive 

continuous streams of data either from sensors that continuously read/gather data from 

their environment, or from external sources such as stock exchanges, web click streams, 

among other things. For time-critical applications, UDM modules analyze this continuous 

data in close to real-time and transfer the relevant retrieved information to central 

modules for aggregation or personalization.  

Data-intensive applications are starting to appear on handheld devices and cell phones 

such as cell-phone-based patient monitoring systems [92,100], vehicles and driving 

monitoring systems [55], and wireless security systems. Some of the future applications 

include monitoring and analyzing data in embedded devices for smart applications, and 

the use of Nano-scale devices for on-board monitoring. Thus, it is necessary to provide 

support for such applications in terms of advanced data analysis and prediction. Such 

applications impose various challenges and problems in order to analyze data and apply 

data mining techniques. Challenges that need attentions include:  

 Developing efficient and effective techniques to analyze data from continuous data 

streams 

 Visualizing and incorporating results on the screens of handheld devices 

 Overcoming low bandwidth in wireless networks by introducing algorithms that 

minimize communication as well as number of hops.  

One solution is to increase dynamism in data traversing in order to minimize overhead 

for those devices that are under high computational activities or lacking memory [63,96]. 

Furthermore, the problem of limited batteries or battery power is another barrier to fully 

exploit the potential of ubiquitous data mining. However, research has explored different 

methods for optimal utilization of battery, the limited and vital resource, to increase the 

overall lifespan of the network [101-102]. To practically implement a UDM based 
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monitoring and surveillance system, we have developed a model and tested it in real 

environment.  

5.3 Stream Mining Framework for Community Sustainability 

Information about the environment enables us to determine the importance of the location 

and likelihood of criminal activities regarding the importance of location based on 

busyness, for example, in crowded locations such as bus stops, airports, and railway 

stations. Security personnel have handheld devices capable of applying UDM techniques 

that analyze readings on contextual bases from sensors distributed around the 

environment. Based on such contextual information, the unusual behaviour of each 

individual is determined. An automatic alert informs security personals about the 

expected intentions of a specific person and suggests a set of actions appropriate for 

necessary countermeasures. Information about the person including age, race and colour, 

place of residence, current residence, history, purchasing habits and recent purchases, and 

traveling history may help determine the likelihood that a person will engage in any 

possible malicious activity. Similarly, information about place or location include the 

importance of location, activities performed there, number of people present, number of 

key persons or prominent folk present, and criticality of place. These things collectively 

make up the scenario and can help detect vulnerability to risks. Recognizing such 

situations in a manner that is timely, reliable, and cost-effective is challenging. Similarly, 

it is also difficult to select and perform appropriate countermeasures in a timely and 

reliable manner. 

There is a great diversity of engineering and safety in life and society security areas. 

However, according to best of our knowledge, research and development have not yet 

considered the advantages of combining situation and environment awareness, personal 

bio-data and history, and criticality of location to protect society from criminal activities. 

To consider this gap, we have designed and developed a model that employs ubiquitous 

data mining for situation detection in real-time. This model uses context-awareness and 

proposes countermeasures for the event detected. Information about these events and 
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countermeasures are propagated to security personnel through handheld devices. 

Conceptual architecture is presented in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1 Ubiquitous Data Mining and Context-Awareness for Sustainable Society 

Information about the person’s location and environment is acquired to measure the risk 

of criminal activities. To achieve this objective, a wide range of technological devices 

such as cell phones, smartphones, CCTV and IP cameras are incorporated to gather 

contextual information about movement. Movement patterns at some specific location 

are analysed by observing the movement of the majority of the people in that vicinity at a 

given time.  In real-time, security personals are able to analyse data on handheld devices 

or smartphones available to assess the risk of criminal activities. Using past patterns of 

criminal activity, historic data, personal profiles, and current contextual information, the 

model detects odd events. For example, if a person had been involved in some criminal 

activity, will be identified as suspicious, or his or her current contextual information 

clusters him in a criminal category, the model alerts security personnel to take necessary 

countermeasures. 
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5.3.1 Data sources and attributes 

For this work data comes from on-going deployment of cell phone based monitoring, 

tracking and monitoring cameras, existing criminal records with law enforcing agencies, 

personnel identification data and intelligence feeds. Data attributes of cell phone based 

monitoring and tracking are listed in figure 5.2. This data is useful to find mobility 

patterns to classify users on the bases of their movement pattern in terms of time and 

location. Figure 5.2 shows the attributes recorded using both carrier antenna and GPS. 

Furthermore, cameras are placed at various locations for real-time streaming video data 

providing images and videos with time and location identifier (visual and geospatial). 

Based on these arrangements, system produces a sequence of {Cell phone (Identifier, 

Called Number, Text Number, Location, Time), Cameras (Video, Location, Time)} 

where identifier is used to recognize each individual, location is the actual place at where 

the individual is currently present. Called number attribute tells the voice call to a 

number with duration of call while text number informs about the number to whom text 

message sent. Location attribute is further divided into two sub-attributes of longitude 

and latitude to exactly specify location on the map. Correspondingly, time is the actual 

timestamp when the location is detected and video is the live streams of videos at the 

given time.  

Law enforcement agencies also have some existing crimes data. There are six major 

attributes of existing data namely location, time/date, jurisdiction, type of crime, 

investigation result and criminal information. Personnel identification is established with 

the help of national registration authority using multiple data like cell phone identifier, 

facial recognition, finger prints, etc.  Combining criminal records of last one year, 

personnel identification and intelligence feeds with deployment data, cell phone and 

cameras, achieves better insight of the situation.  

There are 1564 criminal records are available for last 12 months for the area under 

consideration. Similarly, finger prints of suspects and criminal are also available with the 

Police and also fused with the crimes data. Furthermore, intelligence feeds about each 

historical crime are of vital importance and are integrated with related crime.  
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Figure 5.2  Spatio-temporal Tracking 

The model is trained on past/historic data of criminal activities in the area under attention 

initially. Subsequently, test data is generated using the random generator to check 

validity of the model. Patterns incorporated from past incidents provide insight into the 

causes of particular incidents. Extracting the most important and influential factors in 

detecting criminal activities are one of the important research goals of this work. In the 

future, if any combination of these factors is found or predicted, security personnel will 

be alerted about the criticality of the situation before a criminal event occurs. The success 

and failure rates of the alerts are also generated, as well as the resulting predictions are 

analyzed and the main knowledge base repository is updated. This process of continuous 

learning improves system performance and future decisions become more accurate and 

reliable. 

5.3.2 Constraints 

Cell phones attributes can be updated after every five seconds in real environment but in 

practical if time interval is so small to update values then a lot of communication will 
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take place along with excessive use of battery.   To save energy and communication cost, 

data sampling is performed in case of cell phone data. The status update interval value is 

set at three minutes but can be set to any desired value to suit the situation. While 

converting this research into real life mass level deployment, some issues that need 

consideration and due attention to obtain expected results and accuracy are: 

Data: multidimensional data from heterogeneous sources arrive in the form of 

continuous streams at a high rate. To deal with such a substantial amount of data 

in real-time is a challenge. Moreover, classifying this continuous stream of data 

by incorporating a predictive model requires access to historic data about criminal 

events. Normally, data about a location where criminal action has occurred and 

who have committed that crime is available. However, personal information about 

the history of the criminal is often unavailable or scattered at different locations 

across the world/country. Similarly, the movements and actions performed before 

committing a crime are not available as there is no existing system to record such 

information. To obtain such data, existing infrastructure with the combination of 

newly designed and developed system is incorporated for real life application in a 

small particular section. To deploy this system at mass level and materialize the 

concept of smart and secure cities needs to build infrastructure for data collection 

and integration as well as data sharing policies among different departments. 

Analysis: As lightweight algorithms have already been developed which perform 

well in resource constraint environment [103-104]. There is a need to optimize 

those algorithms and tailor those so that data obtained from heterogeneous 

streams can be analyzed and processed in effective manner. Combining existing 

data with streaming data from various sources and performing real time analysis 

is a real challenge. We have developed algorithms, already discussed in chapter 4, 

that are suitable for streaming data and also have functionality to combine 

historical data. Furthermore, real-time image recognition and face detection from 

streaming data needs more accuracy and efficiency. 

Human Rights and Legal Issues: Unfortunately, public organizations, 

constitutional rights, and basic rules of independence and data protection are core 
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hindrances at the mass level deployment of this research. To fully deploy this 

system, constitutional shelter or settlement with citizens is required to track and 

gather data from their cell phones. Mobile phones based tracking and monitoring 

is perceived an invasion of privacy due to modern ethics, which do not allow 

viewing an individual’s personal details without sufficient and appealing proofs 

without her/his consent. Initially we have implemented test deployment with the 

help of those individuals who are willing to cooperate and share their information. 

As an incentive, all participants received a smartphone with fair packages of data 

and airtime. Furthermore, government is also under process to make some 

amendments, fair trial act, in the constitution so that necessary information can be 

gathered for the safety and security of citizen. 

5.4 Implementation and Results 

We have developed applications both for mobile devices and computers using the model 

discussed in section 5.3. Test deployment of the system is realized with the cooperation 

of security personnel in a specific area to control and monitor daily life activities along 

with contextual information. We used smartphone as portable devices, issued to each 

participant, with an application installed and running in back ground to gather necessary 

data. Similarly, CCTV and IP cameras are static sources of video data for continuous 

monitoring. Furthermore, historical data from police and other law enforcing agencies is 

also used to get better results while applying data mining operations. 

There is lack of availability of data, human rights and legal issues in mass level 

deployment of this system as discussed in section 5.3, therefore we have designed a test 

deployment with the cooperation of law enforcement agencies and volunteers from the 

society. At mass level deployment to exploit full potential of the system, we have some 

assumption as under: 

 Identification data about the suspects and criminals is already available with the 

agencies 

 `SIM cards are issued to each individual on biometric identification or national 

identity number  bases to minimize fake information 
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 Access to Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) database for all SIM 

cards 

 An open interface to access National Database Registration Authority (NADRA) 

data 

Cameras already installed at key locations are capturing videos and forwarding to both 

local and central control rooms continuously. Visual analytic module is performing 

image recognition operations like face detection and missing or unattended object 

detection from video streams constantly. 

As a test scenario, an intelligence feed is received that a group of criminals is planning to 

attack some critical location. These feeds consist of criminal affiliation, area of residence, 

some visual and audio data for identification, etc. but not limited to these parameters. An 

individual who is in the criminal/suspected people list provided by intelligence agencies 

is identified from the video streams of cameras and an alert is generated. Security 

personnel mark that area on map and draw a geo-fence, any shaped object on map using 

mouse clicks, around that location as shown in figure 5.3. The system is able to find all 

active mobiles in the marked area with the cooperation of PTA and telecom operators and 

in this test case suspect is from the cooperating citizen, as described in section 5.3. 

Security personals are able to increase or decrease size of geo-fence on map to relate 

mobile phone number with the criminal/suspect in cases where s/he is using fake cell 

number. Similarly, tracking and monitoring is turned on for all active numbers in the geo-

fence. This concept of geo-fencing enables law enforcement agencies to reduce number 

of people need monitoring and tracking to exactly identify individual or groups of 

suspects. Furthermore, live video streams from cameras also facilitate to identify those 

individuals who are on voice calls or sending text messages and relating them with the 

already extracted numbers inside the geo-fence. Once the identification is established or 

number of people reduced to some acceptable range, complete tracking phase is initiated.  
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Figure 5.3 Geo-fencing to specify targeted area 

 

Figure 5.4 Identification and monitoring a suspect 

As an example scenario, person A in figure 5.4 is the suspect and her/his phone number 

is identified using intelligence feeds, geo-fencing and live streams of videos. Live 

tracking is turned on and shows the movement pattern and communication records. It is 

clear from figure 5.4 that person A (red tag) communicated with three others persons B, 

C and D from his first location, marked as start, when the monitoring process started. 

After that A moved to other point and communicated with E and finally moves a bit far 

and again connected with B. The person B and D who are in communication with A (the 

major suspect) also further communicated with F and E respectively. So B and D became 

second level suspect and kept under observation to avoid any expected crime. 

Start 
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5.5  Conclusion 

Securities and law enforcing agencies have taken several measures to reduce causalities 

and financial losses to make society sustainable and safe. The methods applied so far 

have not showed significant improvement in this regard. Therefore advanced and 

alternate method to develop a sustainable society and smart cities by incorporating UDM 

technology is presented. This chapter presented a novel approach to detect risk by 

analysing factors including movements of persons, their track record, historic data and 

location. Other potential factors can also be found and mined to improve overall 

performance and accuracy of the system. The use of this model enables security 

personals to predict intensions of people in some specific vicinity and take necessary 

actions in timely manner. It is expected that full scale deployment of this technique will 

bring considerable improvement in the reliability of society.  

We are confident that this system with the cooperation of government, citizen and law 

enforcement agencies will provide fool proof security and surveillance system to meet 

with the current and future challenges of security starting from a small area and envelop 

rest of the city and nation. 
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Chapter 6: Context-aware Ubiquitous Monitoring, 

Pattern Detection and Diagnosis 

Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) devices are used to provide services to the subscriber 

and are actual source of data/income for the organization. Quality of service and response 

time to resolve an issue in case of any problem is a major challenge for the service provider. 

It is natural that people prefer good service with least or minimum response time in case of 

any problem. Advances in computational technology and communication led towards 

automatic and intelligent systems. The businesses that incorporate state of the art technology 

usually lead the market by providing better services and leaving their counterparts behind. 

Therefore, it is a requirement to monitor, track and diagnose CPE devices that are 

distributed ubiquitously in the coverage area of the service provider to achieve the business 

goals and objectives. To design and develop a complete monitoring, ubiquitous diagnosis 

and automatic recovery processes, the framework developed in this thesis is incorporated. 

To perform the test case of context-aware ubiquitous data mining system, the data of two 

million users for a period of six months is collected. Furthermore, a simple application is 

developed to collect data in real-time ubiquitously. Figure 6.1 shows overall system 

architecture and processes involved in context-aware ubiquitous monitoring and pattern 

detection. The figure 6.1 describes different phases including data collection and pre-

processing, building the knowledge base using the information extracted from the collected 

data, performing real-time data mining tasks and extracting frequent patterns and then 

diagnosis and decision support processes. 

The top-k frequent itemsets can be those devices that are using minimum/maximum 

bandwidth at given time, identifying CPE’s that are facing maximum problems and 

misconfiguration issues city-wise or country-wise, time-based and contextual information-

based misconfiguration issues in the CPE’s, change in status and behaviour of devices after 

online firmware update, devices facing maximum disconnection problem, maximal usage 

time during 24 hours of a day, etc. Once these statistics are extracted, the reasons for any 
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misconfiguration or any other problem are discovered using the live data and historical 

information already stored in the knowledge base. Similarly, these statistics and extracted 

information is importance for the company to provide better services and data packages.  

 

 

Figure 6.1 Context-aware ubiquitous monitoring and pattern detection system 

6.1 Data Collection and Integration 

Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) devices are distributed ubiquitously everywhere and 

anywhere in case of Internet service provider whereas auto configuration server (ACS) is a 

monitoring and diagnosis server normally located at network operation centre (NOC). CPE 

devices communicate via TR-069 communication protocol with the ACS and 

communication message consists of large number of parameters. A detailed analysis is 

conducted to identify the important and significant parameters that are changing and 
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affecting the performance of CPE and three most important data structures are listed in the 

appendix 2 for detailed view. 

To separate more influential factors from least ones, independence significance features 

(ISF) is incorporated and managed to identify those parameters listed in table 6.1. ISF 

quickly discards features that seem useless for classification of data without adding extra 

features and hence keeping the features in original form. This functionality of ISF keep 

original meaning of the features and in our case, it reduced several hundred features of CPE 

to few numbered as listed in table 6.1. Only those features are retained that contain high 

significance in current scenario to measure performance and perform prognosis tasks on the 

CPE. The significant attributes are ordered in ascending order and only those attributes are 

kept that are above some defined threshold. The threshold is normally defined in such a way 

that it keeps those attributes which can be of significance to classify retained parameters 

correctly. This analysis for the identification of influential or significant parameters 

facilitated to reduce size of packet sent to ACS for management and further analysis. 

Furthermore, time based sampling technique is used for each packet sent from CPE to ACS. 

Packets can be sent after each minute, fifteen or thirty minutes depending upon the 

circumstances and requirements. The data gathering and analysis phase is performed on the 

data of one of the leading Wi-Max based Internet service provider in our country.  

There are more than two million CPE devices distributed in four cities and sending data 

ubiquitously. When a CPE device is connected with a power source, it starts searching for 

the availability of network and tries to connect or camp. Once the camping is completed, the 

device can send various number of parameter values after a set interval of time. These 

attributes include some internal parameters of the device, network attributes like signal 

strength and connected base station, firmware details and some specific parameters used for 

diagnosis. We have collected data of two million devices for six months from Jan 2012 to 

June 2012 along with the faults detected in these ubiquitous and dispersed devices. 

Furthermore, data about the physical context like weather conditions is collected from 

yahoo and wunderground web sources for the mentioned period of time. Similarly, 

information about the infrastructure during that timeframe is also collected from email, 
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electronic and hard copies of the company documents and domain specialist. Data collected 

from various sources is integrated to represent clear and comprehensive picture of the 

situations. Context-awareness adds more intelligence in data and data mining processes 

become more accurate and precise. 

 

Table 6.1: CPE WAN States 
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Downlink Data Rate 

Number Bytes Received 

Number Bytes Transmitted 

Number Packet Received 

Number Packets Received With Error 

Number Packets Transmitted 

Mean Power 

Uplink Data Rate 

Wan State Id 

Mac Address 

Outbound Proxy 

Outbound Proxy Port 

Default Gateway 

DNS Servers 

External IP address 

Serving BSID 

Subnet Mask 

Neighbour BSS Scan Enable 
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6.2 Context-aware Top-k frequent itemsets from streaming data 

Context-aware data mining incorporates different contextual data like personal, physical or 

environmental context, available resource and temporal contexts. Likewise, top-k frequent 

itemsets are the itemsets that are most frequent and having maximum occurrences. In this 

section the data mining strategy to extract context-aware top-k frequent itemsets from the 

data streams of CPE devices is described. 

Data received from each CPE device is sampled at the bases of time to suit real life 

implementation by considering availability of resources like communicational bandwidth, 

memory and computational power. Similarly, contextual data is also integrated from other 

sources regarding spatio-temporal context, environmental and infrastructure context. This 

continuous and endless data is receiving at server where it is analysed and mined to extract 

top-k frequent closed itemsets by incorporating locally designed and developed algorithm as 

discussed in chapter 4. Because of high data rate and enormous amount of data, it is not 

feasible to look at entire data while performing data mining, Therefore a sliding window 

model to look at recent most data is incorporated. Similarly, each window is further divided 

into panes of transactions and sizes of window and pane can be adjusted at runtime. Each 

pane consists of number of transactions and its value can be 1, 2….k depending upon the 

requirements and available resources. Furthermore, contextual parameter is categorized into 

three classes like normal, poor and bad. Normal value of context represents that network, 

CPE and other environmental parameters are in normal/good condition. Poor context 

reflects that there is some problem in network, CPE or environment. Finally, bad context 

means that there might be issue with network, CPE or weather conditions are worst. 

Additionally, time and date values are also combined as contextual parameters to enrich 

data. Time context also play an important role to identify major CPE devices and improve 

quality of service. 

Once the data gathering, reduction and contextual factors addition/integration is performed, 

the top-k frequent itemset mining in streaming data is applied to extract useful information 

for diagnosis, recovery and policy making. In order to find top-k frequent itemsets from the 
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incoming data along with the contextual data, locally designed and developed FPS-tree 

algorithm is incorporated. All CPE’s are sending information after set interval, say 10, 15, 

30 min, and information received is analysed at runtime. The total coverage area is divided 

into cities and further distributed into sections/sectors. Finding top-k frequent closed itemset 

for each section/sector is performed as soon as the data is reached. These itemsets are 

compared with the existing frequent itemset already extracted from the historical data. In the 

cases where frequent itemsets are in normal category, there is no need to further look into 

data in real-time and pass it to central repository for future use. The cases in which top-k 

frequent itemsets are in abnormal pattern category, the further analysis is performed to 

identify the faults and perform recovery if possible in real-time as shown in figure 6.1. An 

early diagnosis and recovery is initiated because of online frequent itemset mining 

approach.  

 

Figure 6.2 Top-k frequently disconnected CPE’s 

The devices that are facing service problems are also extracted from the current window of 

transactions using top-k frequent approach. The CPE’s that are disconnected from the 

network more frequently or changing base-station again and again in the recent most set of 

transactions are shown in figure 6.4. To find out reasons of these disconnections and 

attempts to reconnect are further explored by looking into the data in detail.  
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6.3 Building knowledge base 

Once the data collection, refinement and integration processes are completed, the system 

proceeds to extraction of useful and hidden information phase. As the data is acquired at 

some central location, offline frequent itemsets mining is also performed to improve quality 

of service and performance of system for future. Frequent itemsets retrieved from the 

refined and pre-processed data on the bases of some specific context reflect an insight of the 

data. Those itemsets that are causing an uneven event by incorporating contextual 

information are further separated from the other frequent itemsets and stored in the 

knowledge base repository for future use. All known issues from the data of two million 

devices over a time of six months are extracted and enrichment process of knowledge base 

is executed. More the data, more comprehensive and dependable knowledge base is built. 

When a frequent itemset is detected from the real-time streaming data of CPE device, it is 

first searched in knowledge base to find out quick response and solution. When an exact 

match is found in the knowledge base, early warning or alert is generated. Furthermore, in 

cases where an exact match is not established, nearly possible matches and their causes are 

returned to decision maker for mitigation and recovery in timely manner. However, in the 

absence of any match between the frequent itemset extracted from the live data streams and 

the one already stored in the knowledge base, new pattern is resulted in that specific context 

and major causes are also extracted. These newly mined patterns are also fed in the 

knowledge base to keep learning process in continuous execution. This continuous learning 

increases the reliability, efficiency and dependability of the system. 

6.4 Diagnosis and Decision Support 

Finding frequent patterns in network usage plays an important role to perform network load 

management and to utilize off peak hours with some attractive data packages. The analysis 

of network load enables policy makers to visualize maximum, minimum and moderate 

usage time slots of the network. The decision makers are able to introduce suitable packages 

to increase overall toll of the company by optimally using the available resources. 
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In case of any fault or issue, the change in itemset is detected and diagnosis process is 

initiated. For example, the CPE’s facing disconnection problems are extracted along with 

the contextual information and nearby CPE’s status is compared to provide actual causes of 

the situation. As a starting point, upgrade of stable release of firmware in CPE is proposed. 

If nearby CPE’s are also facing the same problem then it is the time to look into context in 

detail. Furthermore, if contextual parameters are normal, network planning and expansion in 

coverage is suggested for better services. 

6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a practical methodology developed is presented and implemented in 

industrial environment. The approach consists of different components making use of data 

mining by incorporating data from various sources including contextual information, data 

reduction using an effective technique of ISF, building knowledge base to improve 

reliability and using the gained information for the decision support system. Top-k frequent 

itemset mining is successfully applied on streaming data from the industry. Next, finding the 

reasons of disconnection and quality of service issues, data analytics using important 

contextual parameters is performed. An accurate and precise decision support system to 

improve service quality, increase overall toll of company and optimal/sub-optimal 

utilization of available resources is presented.  

The technique described in this chapter performed well in CPE management system and can 

generally applicable to different industrial data and live monitoring and prognostic 

databases. The results and outcome can be easily interpreted in terms of frequently 

occurring events/alerts to take required actions.  
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Appendex-I 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!-- 

To change this template, choose Tools | Templates 

and open the template in the editor. 

--> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" 

      xmlns:h="http://java.sun.com/jsf/html" 

      xmlns:p="http://primefaces.org/ui" 

      xmlns:ui="http://java.sun.com/jsf/facelets"> 

 

    <h:head> 

        <title>Staff Tracking</title> 

        <link 

href="http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/javascript/examples/d

efault.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" />  

        <script type="text/javascript" 

src="http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/js?&amp;sensor=false"> </script> 

 

        <!--<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

href="css/tracking.css"/>--> 

 

        <script type="text/javascript"> 

            //<![CDATA[ 

            var center=new google.maps.LatLng(33.669323, 72.998480); 

            var lat1,lat2,lat3,lat4; 

            var lng1,lng2,lng3,lng4; 

            var updateTime1,updateTime2,updateTime3,updateTime4; 

            var pointsTitle1,pointsTitle2,pointsTitle3,pointsTitle4; 

            var bounds = new google.maps.LatLngBounds(); 

            var flightPath; 

            var coord=""; 

            var request; 

            var fenceCenter; 

            var cnic; 

            var zoomLevel=10; 

            var mapProp ; 

            var map; 

            var infoWindow; 

            var infoOpen=0; 

            var markersArray=[]; 

            var pathArray=[]; 

            var arraySize=0; 

            var staffId; 

            var dateValue; 

            var fromDateValue; 

            var toDateValue; 

            var assetId; 

            var day; 
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            var month; 

            var year; 

            var fromhours; 

            var fromminutes; 

            var fromseconds; 

            var tohours; 

            var tominutes; 

            var toseconds; 

            var markerClicked; 

            var tempResp=""; 

            var currentHour; 

            var currentMinutes; 

            var currentSeconds; 

            var today; 

            function initialize() 

            { 

                markerClicked=0; 

                today = new Date(); 

                var dd = today.getDate(); 

                var mm = today.getMonth()+1; //January is 0! 

                currentHour=today.getHours(); 

                currentMinutes=today.getMinutes(); 

                currentSeconds=today.getSeconds(); 

                yyyy = today.getFullYear(); 

                if(dd<10){ 

                    dd='0'+dd; 

                }  

                if(mm<10){ 

                    mm='0'+mm; 

                }  

                today =yyyy+"-"+mm+"-"+dd; 

                fromDate.setDate(today+" "+"00"+":"+"00"); 

                toDate.setDate(today+" "+currentHour+":"+currentMinutes); 

                fromhours=currentHour; 

                fromminutes=currentMinutes; 

                fromseconds=currentSeconds; 

                fromhours=changeFormat(fromhours); 

                fromminutes=changeFormat(fromminutes);                 

                fromseconds=changeFormat("00"); 

                fromDateValue=today+" "+"00"+":"+"00"+":00"; 

                tohours=currentHour; 

                tominutes=currentMinutes; 

                toseconds=currentSeconds; 

                tohours=changeFormat(tohours); 

                tominutes=changeFormat(tominutes);                 

                toseconds=changeFormat(toseconds); 

                toDateValue=today+" "+tohours+":"+tominutes+":"+toseconds; 

                //                

document.getElementById("hh").innerHTML=hours; 

                //                

document.getElementById("mm").innerHTML=minutes; 

                document.getElementById("output").innerHTML="Current 

Tracking Time: "+tohours+":"+tominutes+":"+toseconds; 
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                window.setInterval(function(){updateTrackingTime()},1000); 

                mapProp = { 

                    center:center, 

                    zoom:zoomLevel, 

                    mapTypeId:google.maps.MapTypeId.ROADMAP, 

                    scrollwheel: true, 

                    navigationControl: false, 

                    mapTypeControl: false, 

                    scaleControl: false, 

                    autoReshape:true 

                }; 

                 

                map=new 

google.maps.Map(document.getElementById("googleMap"),mapProp); 

                 

                

                google.maps.event.addListener(map, 'click', function() { 

                    infoWindow.close(); 

                    markerClicked=0; 

                    infoOpen=0; 

                    clearPath(); 

                }); 

                 

                

                //                google.maps.event.addListener(map, 

'zoom_changed', function() { 

                //                    zoomLevel = map.getZoom(); 

                //     

                //                    //this is where you will do your 

icon height and width change.      

                //                }); 

 

                

                 

     

            } 

            function getMonthValue(value){ 

                if(value=="Jan"){ 

                    return "01";                     

                }else if(value=="Feb"){ 

                    return "02";                     

                }else if(value=="Mar"){ 

                    return "03";                     

                }else if(value=="Apr"){ 

                    return "04";                     

                }else if(value=="May"){ 

                    return "05";                     

                }else if(value=="Jun"){ 

                    return "06";                     

                }else if(value=="Jul"){ 

                    return "07";                     

                }else if(value=="Aug"){ 

                    return "08";                     
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                }else if(value=="Sep"){ 

                    return "09";                     

                }else if(value=="Oct"){ 

                    return "10";                     

                }else if(value=="Nov"){ 

                    return "11";                     

                }else if(value=="Dec"){ 

                    return "12";                     

                } 

            } 

            function changeVisibility() 

            { 

                document.getElementById("waitbox").style.display="block"; 

                

document.getElementById("modal").style.visibility="visible"; 

            } 

            function resetElement() 

            { 

                document.getElementById("waitbox").style.display="none"; 

                

document.getElementById("modal").style.visibility="hidden"; 

            } 

             

            function updateTrackingTime(){ 

                day=parseInt(toDateValue.split(" ")[0].split("-")[2]); 

                month=parseInt(toDateValue.split(" ")[0].split("-")[1]); 

                year=parseInt(toDateValue.split(" ")[0].split("-")[0]); 

                minutes=parseInt(toDateValue.split(" ")[1].split(":")[1]); 

                hours=parseInt(toDateValue.split(" ")[1].split(":")[0]); 

                seconds=parseInt(toDateValue.split(" ")[1].split(":")[2]); 

                seconds=parseInt(seconds)+1; 

                if(parseInt(seconds)>=60){ 

                    seconds=0; 

                    minutes=parseInt(minutes)+1; 

                } 

                if(parseInt(minutes)>=60){ 

                    seconds=0; 

                    minutes=0; 

                    hours=parseInt(hours)+1; 

                } 

                if(parseInt(hours)>23){ 

                    seconds=0; 

                    minutes=0; 

                    hours=0; 

                    day=parseInt(day)+1; 

                } 

                calculateDateAndMonth(); 

                if(parseInt(month)>12){ 

                    year=parseInt(year)+1; 

                    month="1"; 

                    day="1"; 

                } 

                hours=changeFormat(hours); 
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                minutes=changeFormat(minutes); 

                seconds=changeFormat(seconds); 

                day=changeFormat(day); 

                month=changeFormat(month); 

                toDateValue=year+"-"+month+"-"+day+" 

"+hours+":"+minutes+":"+seconds; 

                document.getElementById("output").innerHTML="Current 

Tracking Time: "+hours+":"+minutes+":"+seconds; 

            } 

            function calculateDateAndMonth(){ 

                if(parseInt(month) == 1 && parseInt(day) > 31){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 2 ){ 

                    if(parseInt(year)%4==0 && parseInt(day)>29){ 

                        day="1"; 

                        month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                    }else if(parseInt(day)>28){ 

                        day="1"; 

                        month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                    } 

                     

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 3 && parseInt(day) > 31){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 4 && parseInt(day) > 30){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 5 && parseInt(day) > 31){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 6 && parseInt(day) > 30){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 7 && parseInt(day) > 31){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 8 && parseInt(day) > 31){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 9 && parseInt(day) > 30){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 10 && parseInt(day) > 31){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 11 && parseInt(day) > 30){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                }else if(parseInt(month) == 12 && parseInt(day) > 31){ 

                    day="1"; 

                    month=parseInt(month)+1; 

                } 
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            } 

            function getIncidents(){ 

                if(markerClicked==0){ 

                    var url = 

"http://"+"182.180.65.232"+":8080/Railway/IncidentsServlet?fromDateValue="

+fromDateValue+"&toDateValue="+toDateValue; 

                    alert(url); 

                    if(window.ActiveXObject){ request = new 

ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP"); } 

                    else if(window.XMLHttpRequest){ request = new 

XMLHttpRequest(); } request.onreadystatechange = showIncidents; 

                    request.open("GET",url,true); 

                    request.send(); 

//                    changeVisibility(); 

                } 

                 

            } 

            function showIncidents(){ 

                if(request.readyState == 4){ 

                    var resp = request.responseText; 

                    var incidents=resp.split(";"); 

                    for(var i=0;i<incidents.length-1;i++){ 

                        var lat= incidents[i].split(",")[0] ; 

                        var lng=incidents[i].split(",")[1]; 

                        var date=incidents[i].split(",")[2]; 

                        var time=incidents[i].split(",")[3]; 

                        var numOfBlasts=incidents[i].split(",")[4]; 

                        var track=incidents[i].split(",")[5]; 

                        var atKm=incidents[i].split(",")[6]; 

                        var railJurisdiction=incidents[i].split(",")[7]; 

                        var policeStationName=incidents[i].split(",")[8]; 

                        var damages=incidents[i].split(",")[9]; 

                        var personsKilled=incidents[i].split(",")[10]; 

                        var personsInjured=incidents[i].split(",")[11]; 

                        var fir=incidents[i].split(",")[12]; 

                        var presentPos=incidents[i].split(",")[13]; 

                        var landDemography=incidents[i].split(",")[14]; 

                        var nearestRs=incidents[i].split(",")[15]; 

                        var nearestRsDist=incidents[i].split(",")[16]; 

                        var nearbyCommunity=incidents[i].split(",")[17]; 

                        var 

nearbyCommunityType=incidents[i].split(",")[18]; 

                        var 

nearbyCommunityArea=incidents[i].split(",")[19]; 

                        var nearbyRoad=incidents[i].split(",")[20]; 

                        var nearbyRoadFeature=incidents[i].split(",")[21]; 

                        var nearbyRoadDist=incidents[i].split(",")[22]; 

                        var nearbyBridge=incidents[i].split(",")[23]; 

                        var nearbyBridgeDist=incidents[i].split(",")[24]; 

                        var nearbyBridgeType=incidents[i].split(",")[25]; 

                         

                        var titleContent="Date: "+date+" Time: "+time 

                            +"\n Blasts Count: "+numOfBlasts 
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                            +"\n Track: "+track 

                            +"\n At KMs: "+atKm 

                            +"\n Jurisdiction: "+railJurisdiction 

                            +"\n Polics Station: "+policeStationName 

                            +"\n Damages: "+damages 

                            +"\n Killed: "+personsKilled+"  Injured: 

"+personsInjured 

                            +"\n Land Demography: "+landDemography; 

                        var content="Date: "+date+" Time: "+time 

                            +"<br> Blasts Count: "+numOfBlasts 

                            +"<br> Track: "+track 

                            +"<br> At KMs: "+atKm 

                            +"<br> Jurisdiction: "+railJurisdiction 

                            +"<br> Polics Station: "+policeStationName 

                            +"<br> Damages: "+damages 

                            +"<br> Killed: "+personsKilled+"  Injured: 

"+personsInjured 

                            +"<br> Land Demography: "+landDemography 

                            +"<br> FIR: "+fir 

                            +"<br> Present Position: "+presentPos 

                            +"<br> Nearest Railway Station: "+nearestRs 

                            +"<br> Railway Station Distance: 

"+nearestRsDist 

                            +"<br> Nearby Road: "+nearbyRoad+" Road 

Distance: "+nearbyRoadDist 

                            +"<br> Road Features: "+nearbyRoadFeature 

                            +"<br> Nearby Population: "+nearbyCommunity 

                            +"<br> Nearby Area: "+nearbyCommunityArea+" 

Area Type: "+nearbyCommunityType 

                            +"<br> Nearby Bridge: "+nearbyBridge+" Bridge 

Distance: "+nearbyBridgeDist 

                            +"<br> Bridge Type: "+nearbyBridgeType; 

                        var incidentsMarker = new google.maps.Marker({ 

                            map: map, 

                            position: new google.maps.LatLng(lat,lng), 

//                            icon:"incident.png", 

                            title:titleContent 

                        }); 

                        map.setCenter(new google.maps.LatLng(lat,lng)); 

//                        alert(titleContent); 

//                        markersArray.push(incidentsMarker);  

//                        bindInfoWindow(incidentsMarker, map, infoWindow, 

content); 

                    } 

                     

                    resetElement(); 

                } 

            } 

            function sendCoord(){ 

                if(document.getElementById("signalsChk").checked==true){ 

//                if(markerClicked==0){ 

                    var url = 

"http://"+"182.180.65.232"+":8080/Railway/AllStaffMovementServlet?fromDate
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Value="+fromDateValue+"&toDateValue="+toDateValue; 

                    alert(url); 

                    if(window.ActiveXObject){ request = new 

ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP"); } 

                    else if(window.XMLHttpRequest){ request = new 

XMLHttpRequest(); } request.onreadystatechange = showResult; 

                    request.open("GET",url,true); 

                    request.send(); 

                    changeVisibility(); 

                }else{ 

                    clearPath(); 

                } 

                 

            } 

             

             

            function showResult(){ 

                if(request.readyState == 4){ 

                    var resp = request.responseText; 

                    alert(resp); 

                    var sim=resp.split("~"); 

                    if(markersArray.length>0){ 

                        clearOverlays(); 

                    } 

                    for(var j=0;j<sim.length-1;j++){ 

                        if(sim[j].trim()!="N/A"){ 

                            if(sim[j]==tempResp){}else{ 

                                 

                             

                                 

                                var simDetails=sim[j].split("@")[0]; 

                                var 

simPositions=sim[j].split("@")[1].split(";"); 

                                var simId=simDetails.split(",")[0]; 

                                var imei=simDetails.split(",")[1]; 

                                var mobileNumber=simDetails.split(",")[2]; 

                                var speed=simDetails.split(",")[3]; 

                                var batteryLevel=simDetails.split(",")[4]; 

                                if(simId=="932"){ 

                                    lat1=new Array(); 

                                    lng1=new Array(); 

                                    updateTime1=new Array(); 

                                    pointsTitle1=new Array(); 

                                } 

//                                else if(simId=="933"){ 

//                                    lat2=new Array(); 

//                                    lng2=new Array(); 

//                                    updateTime2=new Array(); 

//                                    pointsTitle2=new Array(); 

//                                }else if(simId=="934"){ 

//                                    lat3=new Array(); 

//                                    lng3=new Array(); 

//                                    updateTime3=new Array(); 
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//                                    pointsTitle3=new Array(); 

//                                }else if(simId=="935"){ 

//                                    lat4=new Array(); 

//                                    lng4=new Array(); 

//                                    updateTime4=new Array(); 

//                                    pointsTitle4=new Array(); 

//                                } 

                                for(var i=0;i<simPositions.length-1;i++){      

                                    //                    Ectracting Staff 

Details Attributes 

                                     

                                    //                                    

lat.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[0]); 

                                    //                                    

lng.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[1]); 

                                     

                                    var 

signal1=simPositions[i].split(",")[3]; 

                                    var 

signal2=simPositions[i].split(",")[4]; 

                                    var 

signal3=simPositions[i].split(",")[5]; 

                                    var 

signal4=simPositions[i].split(",")[6]; 

                                    var 

signal5=simPositions[i].split(",")[7]; 

                                    var 

signal6=simPositions[i].split(",")[8]; 

                                    var 

signalStrength=simPositions[i].split(",")[9]; 

                                    var 

bsid1=simPositions[i].split(",")[10]; 

                                    var 

bsid2=simPositions[i].split(",")[11]; 

                                    var 

bsid3=simPositions[i].split(",")[12]; 

                                    var 

bsid4=simPositions[i].split(",")[13]; 

                                    var 

bsid5=simPositions[i].split(",")[14]; 

                                    var 

bsid6=simPositions[i].split(",")[15]; 

                                    var 

bsidConnected=simPositions[i].split(",")[16]; 

                             

                                    var pointInfo="Sim Id: "+simId+" \n"+ 

                                        "Signal Strength: 

"+signalStrength+"    BSID: "+bsidConnected+" \n"+ 

                                        "Signal Strength 1: "+signal1+"   

BSID 1: "+bsid1+" \n"+ 

                                        "Signal Strength 2: "+signal2+"   

BSID 2: "+bsid2+" \n"+ 

                                        "Signal Strength 3: "+signal3+"   
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BSID 3: "+bsid3+" \n"+ 

                                        "Signal Strength 4: "+signal4+"   

BSID 4: "+bsid4+" \n"+ 

                                        "Signal Strength 5: "+signal5+"   

BSID 5: "+bsid5+" \n"+ 

                                        "Signal Strength 6: "+signal6+"   

BSID 6: "+bsid6+" \n"; 

                                     

                                    if(simId=="932"){ 

                                        

lat1.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[0]); 

                                        

lng1.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[1]); 

                                        

updateTime1.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[2]); 

                                        pointsTitle1.push(pointInfo); 

                                    } 

//                                    else if(simId=="933"){ 

//                                        

lat2.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[0]); 

//                                        

lng2.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[1]); 

//                                        

updateTime2.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[2]); 

//                                        pointsTitle2.push(pointInfo); 

//                                    }else if(simId=="934"){ 

//                                        

lat3.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[0]); 

//                                        

lng3.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[1]); 

//                                        

updateTime3.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[2]); 

//                                        pointsTitle3.push(pointInfo); 

//                                    }else if(simId=="935"){ 

//                                        

lat4.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[0]); 

//                                        

lng4.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[1]); 

//                                        

updateTime4.push(simPositions[i].split(",")[2]); 

//                                        pointsTitle4.push(pointInfo); 

//                                    } 

                                     

                                    if(i==simPositions.length-2){ 

                                        //                        Creating 

marker title 

                                        var titleContent=" ID: "+simId+" 

\n " 

                                            +"IMEI: "+imei+" \n " 

                                            +"Mobile#: "+mobileNumber+" \n 

" 

                                            +"Speed: "+speed+" kph \n " 

                                            +"Battery Level: 
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"+batteryLevel+" \n " 

                                            +"Time: 

"+simPositions[i].split(",")[2]; 

                                        //                        Creating 

Markers 

                                        infoWindow = new 

google.maps.InfoWindow; 

                                        var 

marker1,marker2,marker3,marker4; 

                                        if(simId=="932"){ 

                                            marker1 = new 

google.maps.Marker({ 

                                                map: map, 

                                                position: new 

google.maps.LatLng(simPositions[i].split(",")[0],simPositions[i].split(","

)[1]), 

                                                

icon:"http://maps.gstatic.com/mapfiles/ms/icons/blue-dot.png", 

                                                title:titleContent 

                                            }); 

                                            markersArray.push(marker1);   

                                            var content="<b>ID:</b> 

"+simId+" <br/> " 

                                                +"<b>IMEI:</b> "+imei+" 

<br/> " 

                                                +"<b>Mobile#: </b> 

"+mobileNumber+" <br/> " 

                                                +"<b>Speed:</b> "+speed+" 

kph <br/> " 

                                                +"<b>Battery Level:</b> 

"+batteryLevel+" <br/>" 

                                                +"<b> Time:</b> 

"+simPositions[i].split(",")[2]; 

                                            //                        

Adding Markers To The Markers' Array 

                                            bindInfoWindow(marker1, map, 

infoWindow, content); 

                                        } 

//                                        else if(simId=="933"){ 

//                                            marker2 = new 

google.maps.Marker({ 

//                                                map: map, 

//                                                position: new 

google.maps.LatLng(simPositions[i].split(",")[0],simPositions[i].split(","

)[1]), 

//                                                icon:"img/red.png", 

//                                                title:titleContent 

//                                            }); 

//                                            markersArray.push(marker2);   

//                                            var content="<b>ID:</b> 

"+simId+" <br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>IMEI:</b> "+imei+" 

<br/> " 
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//                                                +"<b>Mobile#: </b> 

"+mobileNumber+" <br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>Speed:</b> 

"+speed+" kph <br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>Battery Level:</b> 

"+batteryLevel+" <br/>" 

//                                                +"<b> Time:</b> 

"+simPositions[i].split(",")[2]; 

//                                            //                        

Adding Markers To The Markers' Array 

//                                            bindInfoWindow(marker2, map, 

infoWindow, content); 

//                                        }else if(simId=="934"){ 

//                                            marker3 = new 

google.maps.Marker({ 

//                                                map: map, 

//                                                position: new 

google.maps.LatLng(simPositions[i].split(",")[0],simPositions[i].split(","

)[1]), 

//                                                icon:"img/green.png", 

//                                                title:titleContent 

//                                            }); 

//                                            markersArray.push(marker3);   

//                                            var content="<b>ID:</b> 

"+simId+" <br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>IMEI:</b> "+imei+" 

<br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>Mobile#: </b> 

"+mobileNumber+" <br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>Speed:</b> 

"+speed+" kph <br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>Battery Level:</b> 

"+batteryLevel+" <br/>" 

//                                                +"<b> Time:</b> 

"+simPositions[i].split(",")[2]; 

//                                            //                        

Adding Markers To The Markers' Array 

//                                            bindInfoWindow(marker3, map, 

infoWindow, content); 

//                                        }else if(simId=="935"){ 

//                                            marker4 = new 

google.maps.Marker({ 

//                                                map: map, 

//                                                position: new 

google.maps.LatLng(simPositions[i].split(",")[0],simPositions[i].split(","

)[1]), 

//                                                icon:"img/blue.png", 

//                                                title:titleContent 

//                                            }); 

//                                            markersArray.push(marker4);  

//                                            var content="<b>ID:</b> 

"+simId+" <br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>IMEI:</b> "+imei+" 
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<br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>Mobile#: </b> 

"+mobileNumber+" <br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>Speed:</b> 

"+speed+" kph <br/> " 

//                                                +"<b>Battery Level:</b> 

"+batteryLevel+" <br/>" 

//                                                +"<b> Time:</b> 

"+simPositions[i].split(",")[2]; 

//                                            //                        

Adding Markers To The Markers' Array 

//                                            bindInfoWindow(marker4, map, 

infoWindow, content); 

//                                        } 

                                         

                                         

                                        map.setCenter(new 

google.maps.LatLng(simPositions[i].split(",")[0],simPositions[i].split(","

)[1])); 

                                         

                                        resetElement(); 

                                    } 

                                }  

                                drawPoints(); 

                            } 

                        } 

                        else{ 

                            resetElement(); 

                            alert("No Data Received for sim 

"+sim[j].split("@")[0].split(",")[0]); 

                            //                            markerClicked=1; 

                            //                            

if(markersArray.length>0){ 

                            //                                

clearOverlays(); 

                            //                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

         

            function bindInfoWindow(marker, map, infoWindow, content) { 

                if(markerClicked==1){ 

                    //                    clearPath(); 

                    drawPoints(); 

                     

                } 

                if(infoOpen==1){ 

                    infoWindow.setContent(content); 

                    infoWindow.open(map,marker); 

                } 

                google.maps.event.addListener(marker, 'click', function() 

{ 
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                    infoWindow.setContent(content); 

                    infoWindow.open(map, marker); 

                    infoOpen=1; 

                    var 

id=content.split("ID:</b>")[1].split("<br/>")[0].trim(); 

                     

                    drawPoints(); 

                    markerClicked=1; 

                    //                    getPath(id); 

                }); 

                

google.maps.event.addListener(infoWindow,'closeclick',function(){ 

                    infoOpen=0; 

                }); 

            } 

            function drawPoints(){ 

                for(var j=0;j<4;j++){ 

                    var size=0; 

                    if(j==0){ 

                        size=lat1.length; 

                    }else if(j==1){ 

                        size=lat2.length; 

                    }else if(j==2){ 

                        size=lat3.length; 

                    }else if(j==3){ 

                        size=lat4.length; 

                    } 

                    for(var i=0;i<size;i++){ 

                        var signal=0; 

                        var coords; 

                        var titleString=""; 

                        var signalIcon="goodSignals.png"; 

                        if(j==0){ 

                            

signal=pointsTitle1[i].split("Strength:")[1].split("BSID:")[0]; 

                            coords=new 

google.maps.LatLng(lat1[i],lng1[i]); 

                            titleString=pointsTitle1[i]; 

                            if(strength=="0"){ 

                                signalIcon="noSignal.png"; 

                            }else if(strength=="1"){ 

                                signalIcon="excellentSignals.png"; 

                            }else if(strength=="2"){ 

                                signalIcon="goodSignals.png"; 

                            }else if(strength=="3"){ 

                                signalIcon="averageSignals.png"; 

                            }else if(strength=="4"){ 

                                signalIcon="poorSignals.png"; 

                            } 

                            titleString+="\n "+strength; 

                        } 

//                        else if(j==1){ 

//                            
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signal=pointsTitle2[i].split("Strength:")[1].split("BSID:")[0]; 

//                            coords=new 

google.maps.LatLng(lat2[i],lng2[i]); 

//                            titleString=pointsTitle2[i]; 

//                            if(strength=="0"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/noSignalRed.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="1"){ 

//                                

signalIcon="img/excellentSignalsRed.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="2"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/goodSignalsRed.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="3"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/averageSignalsRed.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="4"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/poorSignalsRed.png"; 

//                            } 

//                        }else if(j==2){ 

//                            

signal=pointsTitle3[i].split("Strength:")[1].split("BSID:")[0]; 

//                            coords=new 

google.maps.LatLng(lat3[i],lng3[i]); 

//                            titleString=pointsTitle3[i]; 

//                            if(strength=="0"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/noSignalGreen.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="1"){ 

//                                

signalIcon="img/excellentSignalsGreen.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="2"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/goodSignalsGreen.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="3"){ 

//                                

signalIcon="img/averageSignalsGreen.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="4"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/poorSignalsGreen.png"; 

//                            } 

//                        }else if(j==3){ 

//                            

signal=pointsTitle4[i].split("Strength:")[1].split("BSID:")[0]; 

//                            coords=new 

google.maps.LatLng(lat4[i],lng4[i]); 

//                            titleString=pointsTitle4[i]; 

//                            if(strength=="0"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/noSignalBlue.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="1"){ 

//                                

signalIcon="img/excellentSignalsBlue.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="2"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/goodSignalsBlue.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="3"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/averageSignalsBlue.png"; 

//                            }else if(strength=="4"){ 

//                                signalIcon="img/poorSignalsBlue.png"; 

//                            } 
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//                        } 

                         

                        signal=parseFloat(signal); 

//                        alert("signal: "+signal ) 

                        var strength=checkStrength(signal); 

                         

//                        alert(signalIcon); 

                         

                        var marker = new google.maps.Marker({ 

                            map: map, 

                            position:coords ,                             

                            title:titleString, 

                            icon: 

"http://maps.gstatic.com/mapfiles/ms/icons/yellow-dot.png" 

                        }); 

                        pathArray.push(marker); 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            function checkStrength(signal){ 

                if(signal > -40){ 

                    return "0";   

                }else if(signal >= -65){ 

                    return "1"; 

                }else if( signal >= -85 && signal < -65){ 

                    return "2"; 

                }else if( signal >= -99 && signal < -85){ 

                    return "3"; 

                }else if( signal < -99){ 

                    return "4"; 

                }else{ 

                    return "0"; 

                } 

            } 

             

            function clearPath(){ 

                if (pathArray) { 

                    for (var i in pathArray) { 

                        pathArray[i].setMap(null); 

                    } 

                    pathArray=[]; 

                    pathArray.length=0; 

                } 

            } 

            function clearOverlays() {  //clear overlays function 

                if (markersArray) { 

                    for (var i=0;i<markersArray.length;i++) { 

                        markersArray[i].setMap(null);                        

                    }  

                    markersArray=[]; 

                    markersArray.length=0; 

                } 

            } 
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            function changeFormat(value){ 

                if(value=="0"){ 

                    return "00"; 

                }else if(value=="1"){ 

                    return "01"; 

                }else if(value=="2"){ 

                    return "02"; 

                }else if(value=="3"){ 

                    return "03"; 

                }else if(value=="4"){ 

                    return "04"; 

                }else if(value=="5"){ 

                    return "05"; 

                }else if(value=="6"){ 

                    return "06"; 

                }else if(value=="7"){ 

                    return "07"; 

                }else if(value=="8"){ 

                    return "08"; 

                }else if(value=="9"){ 

                    return "09"; 

                }else{ 

                    return value; 

                } 

 

            } 

           function getBridges(){ 

               if(document.getElementById("bridgeChk").checked==true){ 

//                if(markerClicked==0){ 

                    var url = 

"http://"+"182.180.65.232"+":8080/Railway/BridgesProviderServlet?fromDateV

alue="+fromDateValue+"&toDateValue="+toDateValue; 

                    alert(url); 

                    if(window.ActiveXObject){ request = new 

ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP"); } 

                    else if(window.XMLHttpRequest){ request = new 

XMLHttpRequest(); } request.onreadystatechange = showBridges; 

                    request.open("GET",url,true); 

                    request.send(); 

//                    changeVisibility(); 

                }else{ 

//                    clearPath(); 

                } 

           } 

           function showBridges(){ 

                if(request.readyState == 4){ 

                    var resp = request.responseText; 

                    var bridges=resp.split(";");  

                    var bridgeCircle; 

                    for(var i=0;i<bridges.length-1;i++){ 

                        var lat=bridges.split(",")[0]; 

                        var lng=bridges.split(",")[1]; 

                        var rad=bridges.split(",")[2]; 
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                        var policeStation=bridges.split(",")[3]; 

                        var railwayStation=bridges.split(",")[4]; 

                        var road=bridges.split(",")[5]; 

                        var area=bridges.split(",")[6]; 

                        var areaType=bridges.split(",")[7]; 

                        var bridgeName=bridges.split(",")[8]; 

                         

                        var circleOptions={ 

                            strokeColor: '#FF0000', 

                            strokeOpacity: 0.8, 

                            strokeWeight: 2, 

                            fillColor: '#FF0000', 

                            fillOpacity: 0.35, 

                            map: map, 

                            center: new google.maps.LatLng(lat,lng), 

                            radius: rad 

                        }; 

                        alert("lat "+lat+" lng "+lng+" rad "+rad); 

                        bridgeCircle=new 

google.maps.Circle(circleOptions); 

                    } 

                } 

           } 

           function getRoads(){ 

               if(document.getElementById("roadChk").checked==true){ 

//                if(markerClicked==0){ 

                    var url = 

"http://"+"182.180.65.232"+":8080/Railway/RoadsProviderServlet?fromDateVal

ue="+fromDateValue+"&toDateValue="+toDateValue; 

                    alert(url); 

                    if(window.ActiveXObject){ request = new 

ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP"); } 

                    else if(window.XMLHttpRequest){ request = new 

XMLHttpRequest(); } request.onreadystatechange = showBridges; 

                    request.open("GET",url,true); 

                    request.send(); 

//                    changeVisibility(); 

                }else{ 

//                    clearPath(); 

                } 

           } 

           function showRoads(){ 

                if(request.readyState == 4){ 

                    var resp = request.responseText; 

                    var roads=resp.split(";"); 

                    var roadCircle; 

                    for(var i=0;i<roads.length-1;i++){ 

                        var lat=roads.split(",")[0]; 

                        var lng=roads.split(",")[1]; 

                        var rad=roads.split(",")[2]; 

                        var policeStation=roads.split(",")[3]; 

                        var railwayStation=roads.split(",")[4]; 

                        var road=roads.split(",")[5]; 
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                        var area=roads.split(",")[6]; 

                        var areaType=roads.split(",")[7]; 

                        var bridgeName=roads.split(",")[8]; 

                         

                         var circleOptions={ 

                            strokeColor: '#00FF00', 

                            strokeOpacity: 0.8, 

                            strokeWeight: 2, 

                            fillColor: '#00FF00', 

                            fillOpacity: 0.35, 

                            map: map, 

                            center: new google.maps.LatLng(lat,lng), 

                            radius: rad 

                        }; 

                         

                        roadCircle=new google.maps.Circle(circleOptions); 

                    } 

                } 

           } 

           function getRailway(){ 

               if(document.getElementById("rsChk").checked==true){ 

//                if(markerClicked==0){ 

                    var url = 

"http://"+"182.180.65.232"+":8080/Railway/RailwayStationsProviderServlet?f

romDateValue="+fromDateValue+"&toDateValue="+toDateValue; 

                    alert(url); 

                    if(window.ActiveXObject){ request = new 

ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP"); } 

                    else if(window.XMLHttpRequest){ request = new 

XMLHttpRequest(); } request.onreadystatechange = showBridges; 

                    request.open("GET",url,true); 

                    request.send(); 

//                    changeVisibility(); 

                }else{ 

//                    clearPath(); 

                } 

           } 

           function showRailway(){ 

                if(request.readyState == 4){ 

                    var resp = request.responseText; 

                    var railwayStations=resp.split(";"); 

                    var railwayStationCircle; 

                    for(var i=0;i<railwayStations.length-1;i++){ 

                        var lat=railwayStations.split(",")[0]; 

                        var lng=railwayStations.split(",")[1]; 

                        var rad=railwayStations.split(",")[2]; 

                        var policeStation=railwayStations.split(",")[3]; 

                        var railwayStation=railwayStations.split(",")[4]; 

                        var road=railwayStations.split(",")[5]; 

                        var area=railwayStations.split(",")[6]; 

                        var areaType=railwayStations.split(",")[7]; 

                        var bridgeName=railwayStations.split(",")[8]; 
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                         var circleOptions={ 

                            strokeColor: '#0000FF', 

                            strokeOpacity: 0.8, 

                            strokeWeight: 2, 

                            fillColor: '#0000FF', 

                            fillOpacity: 0.35, 

                            map: map, 

                            center: new google.maps.LatLng(lat,lng), 

                            radius: rad 

                        }; 

                         

                        railwayStationCircle=new 

google.maps.Circle(circleOptions); 

                    } 

                } 

           } 

            function func() 

            {  

                markerClicked=0; 

                var from =fromDate.getDate(); 

                var to=toDate.getDate(); 

                if(from == null || to == null ){ 

                    alert("Invalid Dates"); 

                }else{ 

                    var fMonth=from.toString().split(" ")[1]; 

                    var fDay=from.toString().split(" ")[2]; 

                    var fYear=from.toString().split(" ")[3]; 

                    var fHour=from.toString().split(" ")[4].split(":")[0]; 

                    var fMin=from.toString().split(" ")[4].split(":")[1]; 

                    fMonth=getMonthValue(fMonth); 

                    fromDateValue=fYear+"-"+fMonth+"-"+fDay+" 

"+fHour+":"+fMin+":00"; 

                    var tMonth=to.toString().split(" ")[1]; 

                    var tDay=to.toString().split(" ")[2]; 

                    var tYear=to.toString().split(" ")[3]; 

                    var tHour=to.toString().split(" ")[4].split(":")[0]; 

                    var tMin=to.toString().split(" ")[4].split(":")[1]; 

                    tMonth=getMonthValue(tMonth); 

                    toDateValue=tYear+"-"+tMonth+"-"+tDay+" 

"+tHour+":"+tMin+":59"; 

                     

                    changeVisibility(); 

                    hours=fHour; 

                    minutes=fMin; 

                    hours=changeFormat(hours); 

                    minutes=changeFormat(minutes); 

                    seconds=59; 

                    document.getElementById("output").innerHTML="Current 

Tracking Time: "+tHour+":"+tMin+":59"; 

                 

                    getIncidents(); 

                

//                    window.setInterval(function(){sendCoord()},60000); 
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                } 

            } 

             

            google.maps.event.addDomListener(window, 'load', initialize); 

            //]]> 

        </script> 

 

    </h:head> 

    <h:body style="background-color: gray;overflow: hidden !important" > 

        <div style="text-align: center;color: whitesmoke"> 

            From <p:calendar pattern="yyyy-mm-dd HH:mm" 

widgetVar="fromDate"/> 

            To <p:calendar pattern="yyyy-mm-dd HH:mm" widgetVar="toDate"/> 

            <button id="fetch" onclick="func()">Start </button> 

            <div style="float: right;color: whitesmoke;margin-right: 20px" 

id="output" ></div> 

        </div> 

        <div> 

 

            <div style="float: left; width: 13%; background-color: 

activeborder; height: 550px"> 

                <div  style="width: 100%;height: 100%;z-index: 1; 

position: relative"> 

                     

                    <br/> 

                    <div style="margin-left: 5px;text-align: left"><br/> 

                        <b> Conditions </b> 

                    </div> 

                    <div style="margin-left: 10px"> 

                        <input id="bridgeChk" type="checkbox" value="0" 

onchange="getBridges()"/>Bridges<br/> 

                        <input id="roadChk" type="checkbox" value="1" 

onchange="getRoads()"/>Roads<br/> 

                        <input id="rsChk" type="checkbox" value="2" 

onchange="getRailway()"/>Railway Stations<br/> 

                        <input id="signalsChk" type="checkbox" value="3" 

onchange="sendCoord()"/>Signals Strength<br/> 

                    </div> 

 

                    <!--            <b style="margin-left: 

10px">Date</b><input name="Text" type="date" id="todatetxt" size="15" 

maxlength="25" class="loginbox"  /> 

                     

                                <b style="margin-left: 10px">Hours</b> 

00<input type="range" id="hours" min="0" max="23" value="0" 

oninput="hourChanged()" />23 

                                <b style="margin-left: 10px">Minutes</b> 

00<input type="range" id="minutes" min="0" max="59" value="0" 

oninput="minuteChanged()" />59            --> 
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                </div> 

            </div> 

            <div id="googleMap" style="width:87%;height:550px;background-

color: white; float: left;z-index: 2;" ></div> 

        </div> 

        <div id="modal" style="visibility: hidden;position: absolute;left: 

0px;top: 0px;width:100%;height:100%;text-align:center;z-index: 3;" > 

            <div id="waitbox" style="float:left;position:absolute;text-

align:center;width:160px;height:38px;border:1px solid gray;top: 0;bottom: 

0;left: 0; right: 0;margin:auto;padding:0px;display:none;z-index: 4;"><b 

style="color: blue">Please wait ...</b><br /> 

                <progress id="progress" max="100"> 

                </progress>  

 

            </div> 

        </div> 

 

    </h:body> 

</html> 
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/* 

 * To change this template, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package atc.rails.servlet; 

 

import atc.rails.entity.RailwayIncident; 

import atc.rails.facade.RailwayIncidentFacade; 

import atc.rails.facade.RailwayIncidentFacadeLocal; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.PrintWriter; 

import java.util.List; 

import javax.ejb.EJB; 

import javax.servlet.ServletException; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author root 

 */ 

public class IncidentsServlet extends HttpServlet { 

     

     @EJB(mappedName = "atc.rails.facade.RailwayIncidentFacadeLocal") 

    private RailwayIncidentFacadeLocal railwayIncidentFacade; 

 

    /** 

     * Processes requests for both HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> and 

     * <code>POST</code> methods. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, 

HttpServletResponse response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 

        PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 

        try { 

            /* TODO output your page here. You may use following sample 

code. */ 

            String fromDate = request.getParameter("fromDateValue"); 

            String toDate = request.getParameter("toDateValue");  

            List<RailwayIncident> 

incidents=railwayIncidentFacade.getRailwayIncidents(fromDate, toDate); 

            String result=""; 

            for(RailwayIncident ri: incidents){ 

                

result+=ri.getLat()+","+ri.getLng()+","+ri.getDate()+","+ri.getTime()+","+
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ri.getNumberOfBlasts()+"," 

                        

+ri.getTrack()+","+ri.getAtKms()+","+ri.getRailwayJurisdiction()+"," 

                        

+ri.getNameOfPoliceStations()+","+ri.getDamages()+","+ri.getPersonsKilled(

)+"," 

                        

+ri.getPersonsInjured()+","+ri.getFir()+","+ri.getPresentPosition()+"," 

                        

+ri.getLandDemography()+","+ri.getNearestRS()+","+ri.getNearestRSDistance(

)+"," 

                        

+ri.getNearestCommunityType()+","+ri.getNearestCommunityDistance()+"," 

                        

+ri.getNearestCommunityArea()+","+ri.getNearbyRoad()+ri.getNearbyRoadFeatu

re()+"," 

                        

+ri.getNearbyRoadDistance()+","+ri.getNearbyBridge()+"," 

                        

+ri.getNearbyBridgeDistance()+","+ri.getNearbyBridgeType()+";"; 

            } 

            out.println(result); 

        } finally {             

            out.close(); 

        } 

    } 

    // <editor-fold defaultstate="collapsed" desc="HttpServlet methods. 

Click on the + sign on the left to edit the code."> 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @Override 

    protected void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>POST</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 
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    @Override 

    protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Returns a short description of the servlet. 

     * 

     * @return a String containing servlet description 

     */ 

    @Override 

    public String getServletInfo() { 

        return "Short description"; 

    }// </editor-fold> 

} 
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/* 

 * To change this template, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package atc.rails.servlet; 

 

import atc.rails.entity.RailwayIncident; 

import atc.rails.facade.RailwayIncidentFacade; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.PrintWriter; 

import java.util.List; 

import javax.ejb.EJB; 

import javax.servlet.ServletException; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author root 

 */ 

public class RailwayIncidentsServlet extends HttpServlet { 

    @EJB 

    private RailwayIncidentFacade railwayIncidentFacade; 

 

    /** 

     * Processes requests for both HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> and 

     * <code>POST</code> methods. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, 

HttpServletResponse response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        System.out.println("Here"); 

        response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 

        PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 

        try { 

            /* TODO output your page here. You may use following sample 

code. */ 

            String fromDate = request.getParameter("fromDateValue"); 

            String toDate = request.getParameter("toDateValue");  

            List<RailwayIncident> 

incidents=railwayIncidentFacade.getRailwayIncidents(fromDate, toDate); 

            System.out.println("LOL"); 

            System.out.println("incidents "+incidents.size()); 

            String result=""; 

            for(RailwayIncident ri: incidents){ 
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result+=ri.getLat()+","+ri.getLng()+","+ri.getDate()+","+ri.getTime()+","+

ri.getNumberOfBlasts()+"," 

                        

+ri.getTrack()+","+ri.getAtKms()+","+ri.getRailwayJurisdiction()+"," 

                        

+ri.getNameOfPoliceStations()+","+ri.getDamages()+","+ri.getPersonsKilled(

)+"," 

                        

+ri.getPersonsInjured()+","+ri.getFir()+","+ri.getPresentPosition()+"," 

                        

+ri.getLandDemography()+","+ri.getNearestRS()+","+ri.getNearestRSDistance(

)+"," 

                        

+ri.getNearestCommunityType()+","+ri.getNearestCommunityDistance()+"," 

                        

+ri.getNearestCommunityArea()+","+ri.getNearbyRoad()+ri.getNearbyRoadFeatu

re()+"," 

                        

+ri.getNearbyRoadDistance()+","+ri.getNearbyBridge()+"," 

                        

+ri.getNearbyBridgeDistance()+","+ri.getNearbyBridgeType()+";"; 

            } 

            System.out.println("RESULT "+result); 

            out.println(result); 

        } finally {             

            out.close(); 

        } 

    } 

 

    // <editor-fold defaultstate="collapsed" desc="HttpServlet methods. 

Click on the + sign on the left to edit the code."> 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @Override 

    protected void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>POST</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 
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     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @Override 

    protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Returns a short description of the servlet. 

     * 

     * @return a String containing servlet description 

     */ 

    @Override 

    public String getServletInfo() { 

        return "Short description"; 

    }// </editor-fold> 

} 
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/* 

 * To change this template, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package atc.rails.servlet; 

 

import atc.rails.entity.RailwayIncident; 

import atc.rails.facade.RailwayIncidentFacadeLocal; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.PrintWriter; 

import java.util.List; 

import javax.ejb.EJB; 

import javax.servlet.ServletException; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author root 

 */ 

public class RailwayStationsProviderServlet extends HttpServlet { 

 

    /** 

     * Processes requests for both HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> and 

     * <code>POST</code> methods. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @EJB(mappedName = "atc.rails.facade.RailwayIncidentFacadeLocal") 

    private RailwayIncidentFacadeLocal railwayIncidentFacade; 

    protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, 

HttpServletResponse response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 

        PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 

        try { 

            /* TODO output your page here. You may use following sample 

code. */ 

            String fromDate=request.getParameter("fromDateValue"); 

            String toDate=request.getParameter("toDateValue"); 

            List<RailwayIncident> 

railwayStations=railwayIncidentFacade.getRailwayStations(fromDate, 

toDate); 

             String result=""; 

            for(RailwayIncident rs: railwayStations){ 

                

result+=rs.getLat()+","+rs.getLng()+","+(rs.getNearbyBridgeDistance()*1000

)+"," 
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+rs.getNameOfPoliceStations()+","+rs.getNearestRS()+","+rs.getNearbyRoad() 

                        

+","+rs.getNearestCommunityArea()+","+rs.getNearestCommunityType()+"," 

                        +rs.getNearbyBridge()+";"; 

            } 

            System.out.println("Railway Station Result: "+result); 

            out.println(result); 

        } finally {             

            out.close(); 

        } 

    } 

 

    // <editor-fold defaultstate="collapsed" desc="HttpServlet methods. 

Click on the + sign on the left to edit the code."> 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @Override 

    protected void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>POST</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @Override 

    protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Returns a short description of the servlet. 

     * 

     * @return a String containing servlet description 

     */ 

    @Override 
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    public String getServletInfo() { 

        return "Short description"; 

    }// </editor-fold> 

} 
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/* 

 * To change this template, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package atc.rails.servlet; 

 

import atc.rails.entity.RailwayIncident; 

import atc.rails.facade.RailwayIncidentFacadeLocal; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.PrintWriter; 

import java.util.List; 

import javax.ejb.EJB; 

import javax.servlet.ServletException; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author root 

 */ 

public class RoadsProviderServlet extends HttpServlet { 

 

    /** 

     * Processes requests for both HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> and 

     * <code>POST</code> methods. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @EJB(mappedName = "atc.rails.facade.RailwayIncidentFacadeLocal") 

    private RailwayIncidentFacadeLocal railwayIncidentFacade; 

    protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, 

HttpServletResponse response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 

        PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 

        try { 

            /* TODO output your page here. You may use following sample 

code. */ 

            String fromDate=request.getParameter("fromDateValue"); 

            String toDate=request.getParameter("toDateValue"); 

            List<RailwayIncident> 

roads=railwayIncidentFacade.getRoads(fromDate, toDate); 

             String result=""; 

            for(RailwayIncident r: roads){ 

                

result+=r.getLat()+","+r.getLng()+","+(r.getNearbyBridgeDistance()*1000)+"

," 
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+r.getNameOfPoliceStations()+","+r.getNearestRS()+","+r.getNearbyRoad() 

                        

+","+r.getNearestCommunityArea()+","+r.getNearestCommunityType()+"," 

                        +r.getNearbyBridge()+";"; 

            } 

            System.out.println("Roads Result: "+result); 

            out.println(result); 

        } finally {             

            out.close(); 

        } 

    } 

 

    // <editor-fold defaultstate="collapsed" desc="HttpServlet methods. 

Click on the + sign on the left to edit the code."> 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @Override 

    protected void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>POST</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @Override 

    protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Returns a short description of the servlet. 

     * 

     * @return a String containing servlet description 

     */ 

    @Override 

    public String getServletInfo() { 
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        return "Short description"; 

    }// </editor-fold> 

} 
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/* 

 * To change this template, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package atc.rails.servlet; 

 

import atc.rails.entity.Locationparameters; 

import atc.rails.entity.Simparameters; 

import atc.rails.facade.LocationparametersFacadeLocal; 

import atc.rails.facade.SimparametersFacadeLocal; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.PrintWriter; 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.ResourceBundle; 

import javax.ejb.EJB; 

import javax.servlet.ServletException; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author root 

 */ 

public class AllStaffMovementServlet extends HttpServlet { 

 

    /** 

     * Processes requests for both HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> and 

     * <code>POST</code> methods. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @EJB(mappedName = "atc.signals.facade.SimparametersFacadeLocal") 

    SimparametersFacadeLocal simparametersFacade; 

    @EJB(mappedName = "atc.signals.facade.LocationparametersFacadeLocal") 

    LocationparametersFacadeLocal locationparametersFacade; 

 

    protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, 

HttpServletResponse response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 

        long t1 = System.currentTimeMillis(); 

        PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 

        try { 

            /* TODO output your page here. You may use following sample 

code. */ 

            String fromDate = request.getParameter("fromDateValue"); 

            String toDate = request.getParameter("toDateValue"); 
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            String result = ""; 

            System.out.println("FromDate "+fromDate); 

            System.out.println("ToDate "+toDate); 

            System.out.println("IN "); 

//            List<Simparameters> simparametersList = 

simparametersFacade.getAllSimParameters(); 

            Simparameters 

simparameters=simparametersFacade.getSimParameter(932); 

//            for (Simparameters simparameters : simparametersList) { 

                String simDetails = simparameters.getId() + "," + 

simparameters.getImei() + "," + simparameters.getMsisdn(); 

                System.out.println("SimDeatils: " + simDetails); 

                String simPos = ""; 

                List<Locationparameters> simPosition = new 

ArrayList<Locationparameters>(); 

                List<Locationparameters> temp = 

locationparametersFacade.getCurrentSimPosition(fromDate, toDate, 

simparameters.getId()); 

                System.out.println("Time Taken at dbFetch: " + 

(System.currentTimeMillis() - t1)); 

                for (Locationparameters lp : temp) { 

                    

simPosition.add(locationparametersFacade.find(lp.getId())); 

                } 

                System.out.println("Time Taken at find: " + 

(System.currentTimeMillis() - t1)); 

                for (Locationparameters l : simPosition) { 

//                Locationparameters l = simPosition.get(i); 

                    if (l.getLatitude() != 0) { 

                        String signalStrength = l.getSignal1() + "," + 

l.getSignal2() + "," + l.getSignal3() + "," + l.getSignal4() + "," + 

l.getSignal5() + "," + l.getSignal6() + "," + l.getSignalStrthConnected(); 

                        String bsid = l.getBsid1() + "," + l.getBsid2() + 

"," + l.getBsid3() + "," + l.getBsid4() + "," + l.getBsid5() + "," + 

l.getBsid6() + "," + l.getBSIDConntected(); 

 

                        simPos += l.getLatitude() + "," + 

l.getLongtitude() + "," + l.getDateTime() + "," + signalStrength + "," + 

bsid + ";"; 

                    } else { 

                        simPos += "0" + "," + "0" + "," + "0"; 

                    } 

                } 

                System.out.println("Time Taken at resp: " + 

(System.currentTimeMillis() - t1)); 

                String speed, batteryLevel; 

                if (simPosition.isEmpty()) { 

                    result += "N/A~"; 

                } else { 

                    speed = simPosition.get(simPosition.size() - 

1).getSpeed(); 

                    batteryLevel = simPosition.get(simPosition.size() - 

1).getBatterylevel(); 
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                    simDetails += "," + speed + "," + batteryLevel; 

                    result += simDetails + "@" + simPos+"~"; 

                } 

//            } 

            System.out.println("Rsult: " + result); 

            out.println(result); 

        } catch (Exception e) { 

            System.out.println("Exception in 

StaffMovementSimulationServlet: " + e.getMessage()); 

        } finally { 

            long t2 = System.currentTimeMillis(); 

            System.out.println("Time Taken By SimulationServlet: " + (t2 - 

t1)); 

            out.close(); 

        } 

    } 

 

    // <editor-fold defaultstate="collapsed" desc="HttpServlet methods. 

Click on the + sign on the left to edit the code."> 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>GET</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @Override 

    protected void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Handles the HTTP 

     * <code>POST</code> method. 

     * 

     * @param request servlet request 

     * @param response servlet response 

     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 

     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 

     */ 

    @Override 

    protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse 

response) 

            throws ServletException, IOException { 

        processRequest(request, response); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Returns a short description of the servlet. 
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     * 

     * @return a String containing servlet description 

     */ 

    @Override 

    public String getServletInfo() { 

        return "Short description"; 

    }// </editor-fold> 

} 

 


